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♦
Persistent in the Right; Fearless in Opposing Wrong.
V O L U M E

14.

O O L L B G B V IL L E ,

.

Something About the Tariff.
.ASYNOPSIS OF THE MILLS BILL.
Tbe provisions of the Mills bill, as
amended and passed by tbe lower bouse,
do not radically change tbe general
scope of the measure a9 outlined by its
framer in bis introductory speech. The
fundamental idea of tbe bill is to pro
mote tbe prosperity of the masses of
tbe people without impairing in any
vital part tbe actual protection afforded
to. any industry in which the element
of labor enters in just proportion. Raw
wool is put upon tbe free list and tbe.
duty on tbe manufactured products bas
been decreased only to such a figure as
will afford tbe laborers protection and
tbe manufacturers a legitimate margin
of profit. In other words, the, duty,,
upon tbe manufactured woolen article;
more nearly represents the difference
between the wages paid in this country
and abroad. This is so obviously in
the interest of consumers, among whom
every laborer’s family' is classed, as to
need no explanation to men of impartial
mind. With raw wool free to the
employers of wool workers it is inevit
able, under normal conditions, that
laborers in this department should be
more steadily employed.

Shirt, cuffs and collar-makers,
8hooks,
Silk mill operators,
St raw-workers, 1 I ; ; , • •
Tiles, common and firebrick-makers,
Trunk, valise and carpetbag-makers,
Tobacco factory operators,
Umbrella and parasol makers,
Stove, furnace and grate-makers,
Various farm products, hay, hoops, barley,
cattle, sheep and hogs, etc.,

have, under the Mills bill, the same
duty upon them as under the tariff law
os i 883.
The principal reduction are as follows:
Brasswork, with free copper ore, is re
duced five per cent.; carpets, with free
wool, five per cent.; confectionary, with
a twenty per cent, reduction on sugar
is reduced ten per cent.; woolen galloons
gimps and tassels, with free wool, six
teen per cent.; woolen hosiery and knit
ting, with free wool, twenty-three per
cent.; cotton umbrellas and parasols,
with frames duty free, ten- per cent,;,
cotton goods (important dyestuffs free)'
five per cent.; leather gloves,—ten per
c e n t; brooms and brushes, with free
raw materials, ten per petit, f
IRON, STEEL AND LEAD.

The average reduction on steel and
iron manufactures is slight-. Under
tbe present law they are subject to a
duty of fifty-two per cent. The Mills
THE TAX ON COPPER AND BRASS.
bill lowers this to forty-three per cent.
Copper ore, which is now taxed Cutlery is untouched. Lead ores, a
seventy per cent., is also placed upon raw material, are cut down fifty per
tbe free list. This tax upon a metal cent., the duty on the manufactured
which enters largely into many manu metaL being reduced from sixty-eight
factures, bas been levied for years for percent, to forty-four percent. Horse
tbe benefit of tbe Michigan millionaires, shoe nails, present duty seventy-six
who have paid their workmen a ridicu per cent., reduced to forty-eight. Com
lously insignificant portion of tbeir mon tools, in universal use ; Hammers
profits. Tbe sentiment with regard to now sixteen percent., to ten ; saws, now
free copper among "tbe Western mem-" 'forty, to th irty ‘( anvils, nOvf thirty-four
bers outside, of Michigan was tersely to twenty-five. Dressed stone remains
stated by Congressman Brown, of at twenty per cent. Dressed marble
Indiana, who said in tbe House : “ I is reduced from fifty-two per cent.; the
would make, copper or$ free as quick present rate, to forty per cent.: rough
as lightning.” This declaration elicited or blocked marble from fifty-three to
marked applause, partly because of its tbirty-two.
apparent justice, but more especially
COTTONS, OIL AND POTTERY.
because Mr. Brown is a Republican and
Cotton cloths, which now bear an
a protectionist.
Manufactured brasses are reduced average duty of forty-six per cent, are
only five per cent. Into these tbe reduced to forty percent,, but the cot
element of labor enters more largely ton men have free deyestuffs and chem
and tbe duty is well maintained in order icals. Cotton thread, used by every
that American laborers may be pro woman in the land, now fifty per cent.,
tected. With tbs duty at tbe rate pro is reduced to thirty-five and forty.
vided in tbe bill there will be no excuse Linen thread, now forty, is cut down
for any reduction in the wages of the to twenty-five. Cables and cordage,
brass workers. Although tbe manu now thirty, are reduced to fifteen. Salt
facturers may not make millions in a is made free; shingles and laths also.
year, they will still have a fair return Starch, which in the present tariff bears
on capital invested and almost cer the monstrous duty,of eighty-two per
tainly a steadier demand for' their cent., is cut down to forty-one percent.
Flaxseed and linseed oil, present duty
wares.
fifty-five per cent., are reduced to
THE INIQUITOUS LUMBER TAX.
twenty-two per cent., at which a hun
Millionaires represent a number of dred thousand 1 bouse painters and
the Northwestern States in the Senate several million house owners and oc
chamber. Why should they not? Tbeir cupiers will rejoice. On pottery, de
enormous fortunes were made in tbe spite that has come from the employers
lumber business of tbeir sections, pro the bill makes an average reduction
tected always by high duties, but pay from fifty-eight to forty per cent., the
ing pitilessly low wages to the impover greater part of this being on the higher
ished woodsmen who did the work. grades and china. On many minor
Every man who has used a stick or articles, necessaries, the duties are re
plank in building a borne for bis wife duced also, but generally with the same
and little ODes bas helped to increase careful hand and always with a view to
tbe fabulous wealth of the Algers, tbe lightening the burdens now resting
Stockbridges and tbe Sawyers. If the upon those who are least able to bear
Mills bill becomes a law lumber will be them.
free, its twenty per cent, duty being
stricken off. But cabinet and bouse A FEW FACTS AND OPINIONS.
furniture and tbe whole line^of manu
factures of wood or wood and iron com
THE WOOL ISSUE IN A NUTSHELL.
bined, such as cars and carriages, sashes
doors and blinds, boats, etc.,are reduc
The Chicago Tribune, the ablest
ed only five per cent, from tbe rates in Republican journal of the West and a
the present tariff, thus giving-to work supporter of Harrison, in an editorial
ers in wood a larger measure of protec commending the action of the House
tion than at the present time. _The in sustaining free wool, thus clearly
operators most affected by tbe placing presents the whole question in a nut
of lumber on tbe free list—those of the shell :
The present average protection on
great Northwest—have reaped the bene
fit of our protective system while actu woolen manufactures is 68 per cent.,
ally hiring hundreds of Canadian half- while on raw wool they have to pay
breed and Indians as woodsmen at but 41 per cent., the manufacturers’
wages lower than those paid to Hun actual protection being the difference
garians by the protected industries of between 68 and 41 per cent.—27 per
cent. But tbe Mills bill, while it puts
the Eastern States.
raw wool on the free list, advances the
DUTIES NOT TOUCHED.
average
duty on manufactured woolens
It will be of interest during this
campaign to remember the articles upon from 26 to 40 per cent., and thus gives
which the Mills bill allows the duty to the manufacturers 13 per cent, more
remain untouched. The unreasoning protection than they hffve Under the
yell against free trade is a pry that has present law.
This is the reasqn the woolen manu
po basis except in ignoranpe, mistaken
geal or greed. Tbe products of all the facturers, while protesting as in duty
bound against the lowering of any
foreign
tariff duties, gave tbe wink to the
Basket-makers,
Democratic Congressmen to put wool
Bookbinders and finishers,
on the free list. If the woolen manu
Bone and ivory-workers,
facturers had been opposed to the free
Boot and shoemakers,
wool provision and had attacked it
Brewers and maltsters,
with tbeir united strength it would
Britannia ware makers,
have been crushed under a heavy ad
Button factory operators,
verse majority.
Candle-makers,
*
Cutlery-makers,
■*
Distillers and rectifiers,
Fishermen,
Flax-dressers,
Fur-workers,
Gloves, cotton and woolen, cotton gillsoq,
grimp and tassel-makers,
Gold apd silver-workers apd jewelers,
Gunsmiths and locksmiths,
Harness and saddle-makers,
Hat and capmakers,
Hosiery and knitting mill operators,
Lace makers,
Leather case and pocket-book makers,
Leather curriers, dressers, finishers and tan
ners,
Miners,
Mirror and picture-frame makers,
Organ makers,
Paper mill operators,
P ia n o f o r te - m a k e r s a n d t u n e r s ,

Preserved meats,
Rubber goods makers.
Scale and rule-makers,
Scr^w-makers,

MAKE YOUR CHOICE.

When you buy a coat, a hat, a pair
of socks, dishes for your table, knives
and forks, window glass, salt, lumber,
nails, hardware of any kind, tools, im
plements of husbandry, or any other of
the ten thousand manufactured articles
that you must have, or any article that,
has been transported on steel rails, you
pay a heavy tax, a small part of which
goes into the government treasury
while the rest goes into tbe pockets of
men who grow rich by taxing all the
rest of the people. If you are unwise
enough to drink whiskey you pay a
tax on it too, but every cent of it goes
to support tbe government.
The revenues of the government are
greater than are needed.
The President and bis party propose
to reduce or remove those taxes which
you pay partly to the Government and
partly to a favored class of rich men

that your earnings may go further,
on the common necessaries of life, so
your family may live better and you
may put more money away for a time
of need.
The Republican party until recently
proposed the same thing. Now it proposeVinstead to make the taxes on the
common necessaries of life still higher,
giving the rich monopolist a still larger
proportion of what you pay, and if
that doesn’t cut down the government’s
revenue’s enough, to abolish the tax on
whiskey.
Which of these two shall be the
policy of the government ? That is
the question which you will help to de
cide by your vote in November. On
which side will you cast your ballot ?—
N. Y. Com. Advertiser.
SOMETHING FOR WORKINGMEN TO READ
AND PONDER OVER;

The American workingman returns
at night fjpjh his toil clad in a woolen
suit taxed 55 per cent., stockings and
undershirt taxed 75 per cent., a* cotton
shirt taxed 45 per cent., a woolen hat
taxed 75 per cent., and, perchance a
pair of gloves in winter taxed 75 per
cent.
He carries in his hand his tin dinner
pail taxed 45 per cent., and greets his
wife with a cheery smile as she looks
at him through the window pane taxed
60 per cent., from which she has drawn
aside tbe curtain taxed 40 per cent.
After scraping his boots on a scraper
taxed 45 per cent., he wipes them on a
bagging taxed'40 per cent., he lifts tbe
door latch taxed 45 per cent., steps on
a carpet taxed 68 percent., and gives a
kiss to his wife in a woolen dress taxed
70 per cent. She has a needle taxed
25 per cent, in her hand with which she
has been mending with thread taxed 40
percent, an alapaca umbrella taxed 50
per cent.
I t is a small brick house, which they
have bought with their bard earnings
of a building association. The bricks
were taxed 20 per cent., the lumber
taxed 16 per cent, and tbe paint 54 per
cent. The wall paper, taxed 25 per
cent., makes the room brighter with its
plain furniture taxed 35 per cent.
Hanging his baton a brass pin taxed
45 per cent., be hangs bis pail on a
steel pin taxed 45 per cent., and pro
ceeds to get ready for his supper. He
washes his hands with castile soap
taxed 20 per cent., in a tin basin taxed
45 per cent., and wipes them on a cot
ton towel taxed 45 per bent. He then
goes to the looking-glass taxed 45 per
cent, and fixes his hair with a brush
and comb taxed 30 per cent.
He is now ready for his supper which
bis wife has cooked on a stove taxed
45 per cent, with pots and kettles tax
ed 53 per cent. The table is spread
with the commonest crockery, taxed 55
per cent., and he drinks his water out
of a cheap glass tumbler taxed 45 per
cent. The little sugar that be puts in
his tea is taxed 82 per cent., and he
stirs it with a spoon taxed 45 per cent.
His nj§al is a frugal one because hard
tithes have cut his wages down and he
is .saving every cent he / can to pay the
next installment due on bis house./;
With an appetfile worthy of an am
pler meal be takes up his knife and
fork taxed 45 per cent, and begins to
eat a piece of salted fish taxed 25 per
cent. He pours on a little vinegar
taxed 36 per cent. Upon his boiled
potatoes taxed 40percent, he sprinkles
sajt taxed 80r.per cent, and eats a small
pibkle taxed 35 per cent. He ends his
meal with a pudding of rice taxed 115
per cent, and an orange taxed 20 per
cent.
After supper he smokes a pipe and
enjoys the happiness of his wife who
has this day bought a woolen shawl
taxed 65 per cent., a black silk dress
taxed 5.0 pen cent., and a pair of scis
sors taxed 45 per cent.— Philadelphia
CaU, tnct., hep.
WHAT SOME OF GREAT BRITAIN’S JOUR
NALS SAY.
O PIN IO N S

IN

REGARD

TO

P R E S ID E N T CLEVE

LA N D ’S MESSAGE, W H IC H RECOMMENDED,

krAPTICally, m'uvt
rill

yua

OUTLINES. -

mills

i ; . f ■

Prom the Haddingtonshire Courier.
Cleveland’s message will, no donbt, provoke
an immense amount of hostility on the part of
many who have hitherto been favorable to him.
This much Is certain, and another fierce contest
is impending in America over the principle at
issue. If it terminates, as it may be hoped it
will do, in the direction of a relaxation of those
imposts that now so vexatiously hamper cbm
mercial intercourse between Great Britain and
the United States, wp may look to an impetus
being given to our home trade that will go far
to make Up for the depression of late years.
From the London Globe.
As a rule the presidential contest has yery
little interest for the Qld World, Op fhfi pres
ent opcaslop, hpiyevey, ap isspe is Involved which
yefy closely concerns Europe, more particularly
Great Britain. Mr. Cleveland has taken his
stand on Free Trade, and, although the party
managers' have considerably planed down his
platform, he is universally recognized in the
States as pledged to initiate a new departure in
fiscal policy. Nor can there be any doubt that
he would act up to this understanding were he
elected. The central issue of the contest lies
between the maintenance of the present fiscal
system intact and its modification in the direc
tion of Free Trade. And on that broad question
Mr. Cleveland’s candidature naturally and
necessarily carries English sympathy.
From the London Daily Hews.
The President feels compelled to characterize
the attempt to brand him as a Free-trader as a
deception, but for all that the electoral conflict
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now in progress is a conflict between Free Trade
and Protection and nothing less.
From the Scotsman.
If once the United States finds herself on the
road to Free Trade she will hardly know where
to stop. For the principle which PresidentCleveland, as the head of the Democratic party,
lays down is really that no import duties are
justifiable which are not levied solely for pur
pose of revenue.
From the London Times.
As was to be expected, the Protectionists have
taken the alarm, and, as our correspondent at
Philadelphia informs us, they are organizing
for a determined resistance. They are, no doubt,
right in believing that, whatever may be said of
preserving the essence of the Protective system
and of ignoring Free Trade, the tariff cannot be
reduced to the strict proportions of a revenue
corresponding to the limited and diminishing
necessities of the federal Government without
admitting a great flood of foreign competition.
From the Glasgow Herald.
With President Cleveland, Great Britain know s
where she is.
From the Glasgow Herald.
President Cleveland may say to others, and
think what be chooses, but he has precipitated
the inevitable struggle between Free Trade and
Protection in the United States, and that is
tantamount to saying that he is on the side of
Free Trade.
“A Member of Parliament,” to Hew York Herald
To convert the United States is indeed a
triumph. Tbe Cobden Club will henceforth set
up a special shrine for the worship of President
Cleveland and send him all its publications
gratis. Cobden founded Free Trade ; Cleve
land saved it. Such is the burden of the song
all through England to-day.
Gable ‘Despatch*to <Al Hew YSrh'Worfd. 1
London,sDec.?10.—The. English,' papers [con
tinue to devote much space to what they call
“ Mr. Cleveland’s declaration in favor of Free
Trade.” From the average English comment
the public here has been led to believe that Free
Trade is now as good as adopted in the United
States. It is considered here (in England) that
Free Trade with us (In America) is just what is
needed to revive drooping English industries.
From the People’s Journal, Dundee.
A great sensation has been created by Presi
dent Cleveland’s message, and if the policy
which it indicates be carried out it will produce
almost as much effect in this country as in
America. The tariff reform which the President
recommends goes as far, at least, as the abolition
or the reduction of the duties on raw materials.
Should Congress give..effeet to this proposal its
immediate result Would be an enormous "stimu
lus to English industry.
From the London Pall Mall Gazette.
English Free-traders would be well advised if
they moderated the ecstasy of their jubilation
over President Clevelands message. Every
word which they say in its favor will be used as
a powerful argument against the adoption of its
recommendation.

THE MINUET.
We were all sitting around tbe grate
fireHhatcold August afternoon—Mattie
with her book, Cora and Jack in tbe
corner near the window, mildly flirting
over a game of '“ patience;” - and I
crocheting, and occasionally looking
over Richard’s shoulder at our house
plans* which projnised jo be unwi^ldly
enough for a state capitol by/the time
they were fully elaborated.
“ A cheerful group, said the doctor,
coming in with a rush of chilly air, and,
stopping before the grate, he lit his
cigar with a look of great contentment.
“ I t makes me perfectly seasick to
see the sky so dark and those great
trees waving in the wind,” said Cora.
“Mr. Haywood would you mind chang
ing places with me and letting me sit
with my back to tbe window ?
“ But I cannot see you so well.”
“ But I can see you so much better
—please do-^thank you very' much.
Mrs. Ames, dosen’t it give you a creepy
feel to hear the wind sighing in the
chimney?”
- ,
'“ W hy^flo) if only makes me feel
how cosy we are here,” said I. “1 will
tell you what I do mind though, Cora;
the creaking of those boards in the
floor upstairs.”
(“ We will not hav.e any creaky boards
when we get our new house built,”
murmured Richard, dreamily.)
“ Yes, I know ; just like a ghost’s
footsteps. So much for the delights
of a house in the country,” said Cora.
“ Oh, oome now,” interposed Jack ;
“ghosts have no footsteps. They glide
around, don’t you know, in a perfectly
impossible eerie* manner and never
were known to make a noise. You may
have seen a ghost, but you never heard
one/”
“ I have,” said tbe doctor ^unexpect
edly.
“ Really? Oh, do tell us when!”
exclaimed Cora, looking up with wide
open eyes.
“ Shall I ? Do you want to hear the
story ?” asked the doctor. He spoke
to us all, but be looked at Mattie. She
smiled. Mattie never wasted any
words, but he seemed quite satisfied,

and, leaning against the corner of the
mantle, he began.
‘fit was when I was in Germany, five
years ago. I had got through with
my hospital work in New York, and I
went abroad early in April, intending
to stay in Germany about six months.
I was almost a stranger in B-------- ,
but for a few letters I had to scientific
men in the city, and since I-knew so
little German I determined to live with
a German family for a time and cram
the language. I liked this plan ex
tremely, so far as the German itself was
concerned, but I was not especially
charmed with the German fashion of
sleeping between two feather beds, which
my landlady instructed me were to be
shaken up into the middle on cold nights
and on warm nights to each side, so as
to leave me nothing but the ticking for
a covering. I also had difficulty in
procuring a generous supply of towels
and was still debating in my'own mind
whether to stay or leave, when one of
my German acquaintances, a very jolly
fellow by the name of Alberti, came to
me one day after a lecture we had both
attended.
“ ‘My friend,’ he said, for I made
him talk English with me, 'what say
you to taking bachelor quarters with me
for a month ?’
“ ‘When, Alberti?’ I asked. And
then he told me his plan. Some friends
of his named Hoffmann were going un
expectedly to one of the baths, servant
and all, and being quiet people, not
much given to journeying, they were
a little anxious about their house, and
had asked Alberti if he would occupy
it, as if it were his own, until their re
turn. So he proposed that we should
room together and dine where we liked.
I do not know why be should have
chosen me of all his friends to room
with him, but I liked him, and I caught
eagerly at his proposal. We settled
ourselves there the following week. I t
was a very old house and rather a
small one, wedged in between two more
pretentious establishments, on a quiet
pleasant side street. I t was prettily
and quaintly furnished ; had a modern
upright piano in the parlor, and an
antique porcelain stove. All tbe little
knick-knacks were packed away, Alberti
said, for he bad told his friends that he
would not be responsible for anything
breakable, so the rooms had a comfort
able airy look which a man enjoys.
We got our meals at a restaurant, or
cooked them ourselves, attended our
lectures or concerts, studied and walk
ed together, and nothing unnsual hap
pened until Alberti came in one Friday
night saying:
“ ‘My friend, I have to go home to
morrow. I hear my sister is sick.
Shall you mind being left alone a night
or two?’
I assured him I should not mind it;
and helped him off the following day.
“I t was the next night, Sunday night
that I came home at 9 o’clock from a
long, solitary stroll and sat down in
my window upstairs to smoke a pipe.
I t was a beautiful, moonlight evening,
and the air was very still. Suddenly I
heard the tones of a piano, and put my
head but of the window to listen, but:
the sound did not seem to come from
tbe street, but from below me. I listen
ed intently, but it had ceased. Present
ly it began again in the same way, just
a note or two then over again. I t was
unmistakably from down stairs. Next
I heard a low chord, followed immedi
ately by a very sweet and charming
melody quite unfamiliar to me. It
seemed to me to be in minuet time, and
was played with the strictest precision
and delicacy, but in an old fashioned
style, and with scarcely any use of the
pedal.
“ I had locked the house when I came
in. No one could have come in since.
What, then, was played down stairs ?
I determined to go down stairs and see.
The house was so full of moonlight
that I did not need a oandle to see my
way. I descended tbe staircase, still
hearing the sweet, full tones of the
German piano, and noiselessly throwing
open the door, stood for a moment upon
the threshold.
“ By the bright light which flooded
that part of the room, leaving the rest
in greater obscurity, I could see that
the piano stool was empty, and yet the
melody went on. The air was full of
it, and as I accidently touched tbe piano
case I felt the vibration.
“ I stood still a moment, bewildered
then, going forward, I stretched out my
hand above the piano stool, a little
above it. Instantly I drew it back,
tingling as if I had received an electric
shock.

W H O L E
.“ I will not deny that I was frighten
ed, There was some thing so unac
countable in the whole affair that I felt
as if I .must be dreaming, especially
since the music had adruptly ceased.
“ Alberti and I had a number of
speculative conversations over our pipes.
He was a very imaginative fellow and
used to maintain earnestly that only a
thin veil lay between us and the unseen
world. And his opinion was persisted
in, undisturbed by my ridicule. I
thought of him now, wondering what
he would do in my place. Finally I
spoke.
“ ‘Who ever-you are,’ I said address
ing the piano stool, ‘If you can speak
to me I ask you to do so.’ No reply
came. The room was by that time per
fectly still.
“ I spoke again. ‘If you cannot speak,’
said I, ‘please go on playing.’
“ After a moment or two the music
began again, with the same low cho:d,
and tbe same melody was repeated to
the end. There the playing stopped ;
and as I once more boldly thrust out
my hand, I felt nothing but the air.
“ I was almost afraid to leave the
room, not knowing whether I might
not leave tbe invisible presence behind
me ; but I did at last go up stairs,
where I lay awake a long time, trying
to explain what I had heard. Of one
thing I was sure—the touch upon the
piano had been by a woman’s hand.
“Alberti did not return on Monday.
He wrote to me that his sister was bet
ter; but be did not dare to leave her
yet. I stayed alone, accordingly, for
several nights, and was not in the least
disturbed by any other'uncanny per
formance. When Alberti did come
back at last He had so much to say in
regard to a proposed excursion into the
Tyrol that it drove my adventure out
of my head.
“Indeed, although I tried to remem
ber the music once or twice, it was gone
completely, and I had nearly dismissed
the whole thing from my mind as a
freak of my imagination, until last May
when I went to hear the famous. Fraulein-------- , in Marston, where she had
made an engagement for an afternoon
recital.
“I was a little late, and when I asked
the usher for a programme he said he
was very sorry, but they were all gone.
So I should judge it was about the
middle of the recital when the Fraulein
looking what was the next number on
her programme, struck a low chord,
and began, to my amazement, to play
the air I had heard once before. She
played it in the same dainty way, but
with more freedom, and ever)’ note
vividly recalled the quaint German
parlor, as it was that night, with the
bright stream of moonlight on the
floor.
“In the slight recess that followed I
heard a pleasant voice behind me say,
‘Isn’t that a sweet little minuet? And
Such a romantic story about it too 1’
“ I'turned around and faced the young
lady who had spoken.
'“ Pardon me,’ I said, ‘but will you
kindly tell me what the story was 1’
“ She colored a little.
“ ‘Certainly sir,’ she answered. ‘It
was written by—£¡2— (showing me a
name on her programme), a long time
ago, and never published, but found in
manuscript with the date upom it, in a
house in B. a year or so ago. I believe
it was the house where the girl lived
who was to have married the composer
but she died suddenly, and the manu
script was put away somewhere, and so
lost. The Fraulein is the first to play it
in America.’
'“ I am greatly obliged,’ I said, as she
stopped ; and I was so indeed, for now
I felt certain whose hand had played
the minuet that night.”
“ By Jove!” exclaimed Jack, as the
doctor finished, and for several moments
he gazed thoughtfully into the fire. Cora
wore a rather awed look upon her saucy
face. But Mattie, who had not moved
during tbe story, thanked the doctor
with a smile.—Hartford Times.
T h e M an in th e Moon.
“ I could gaze at the moon for hours,
Mr. Sampson,” she said, in a voice full
of sweetness and pneumonia. ‘1 never
tire of it.”
“Ah,” he responded, “ would that I
were the man in i t !”
“Yes,” she assented softly.
“ And why Miss Clara?” he asked,
getting ready to take her hand.
“ Because, Mr. Sampson,” she said,
shyly veiling her eyes with tbeir long
lashes, “you would be four million
miles away.”— The Epoch.

N ”G T M B E R , 6 8 4 .
L oyal to th e Dead.

A fine-looking dog has for weeks
haunted St. Stephen’s Cemetery, Milburn. Tbe animal is evidently a thor
oughbred hound, is black and white in
color and can neither be captured nor
driven from the cemetery. It haunts
the place night and day and hovers
about the grave of a child recently
buried there. Whether the child had
been a favorite with the hound is not
known, but it is only when capture
seems iminent that the animal will de
sert the little mound.
The cemetery is romantically situ
ated on a knoll on Springfield avenue,
about one-fourth of a mile beyond the
centre of the town. It is surrounded
by woodland, and on the west is a
small lake of spring water. The Mor
ris and Essex Railroad bounds the lit
tle city of the dead on the northwest.
From Springfield avenue one not
familiar with the place would hardly
suspect that a cemetery was located
back of the heavy fringe of vegetation.
About six weeks ago a wealthy Short
Hills family buried a child in this
cemetery in a shady plot. A day or
two later a hound was observed lying
on the newly-made grave. Attempts
were made to drive it away. The dog
resented such liberties by growling and
other threatening demonstrations. I t
remained near the little grave a con
stant and faithful guard until forced
by numbers to desert it.
Thomas Marshall, the sexton, was
kept steadily employed for hours chas
ing tbe hound, but the animal would
return to its post as soon as pursuit
was discontinued. Some said the child
and the dog had been inseparable friends
and that the animal’s devotion to the
little one led it instinctively to the
grave in St. Stephen’s Cemetery.
“ That dog will haunt that graveyard
as long as it lives,” remarked one vil
lager. “ I have heard of similar cases,
and it would be as much as a person’s
life is worth to attempt to molest that
mound.”
Other graves are there in abundance
but the strange brute clings tenaciously
to the child’s last resting place. The
people have no desire to injure the
hound, but try all sorts of ruses to
effect its capture. Traps been laid and
the cemetery surrounded by those
who are anxious to gain possession
of the animal, but the dog has ex
perienced little difficulty, 1m elud
ing its would-be captors. At certain
hours during the day it leaves its post
by the grave and goes on a foraging
expedition. It almost always succeeds
in raising a rabbit after a short run,
and is so fleet-footed that the rabbit
invariably becomes its victim. E x
hibitions of skill in raising and running
down rabbits have made the animal a
coveted object. Occasionally the dog
can be seen to enter the barn of Herbert
Bodwell, adjoining tbe cemetery. The
hunters have attempted to shut the
animal in, but like a flash it has darted
away and concealed itself in the laby
rinth of underbrush in the vicinity. On
one occasion, when closely pressed, the
hound unhesitatingly took to Spring
Lake and swam to tbe opposite shore.
A Long T unnel.
A contract has been entered into be
tween the Board of Direction of the Val
ley of Mexico and Mr. J. Gladwyn Jebb,
representing the London-Mexican Pro
specting and Finance Company, limited
for the execution of the work known as
the Toquixquiae Tunnel. Tbe work is
to cost $2,350,000, covered by 7 per
cent, city bonds, issued at 82£ and
running for at least ten years, the ulti
mate period of liquidation being fixed
at thirty years. A sinking, fund of 1
per cent, per annum on the total issue
is provided for. The limit fixed for the
completion of the work is two and a
half years, counting from the date of
the formal transfer of the tunnel to the
company, but practically three years
are allowed, as it is stated that each
day ever three years employed by the
company on the work shall cause a fine
of $300 to be deducted from the amount
due tbe company on final liquidation.
On the other hand, for each day less
than two and a half years saved by tbe
company, a premium of $300 shall be
awarded them. I t is distinctly stip
ulated that the money raised by the
emission of the bonds shall be devoted
exclusively to the tunnel. Tbe total
length of the tunnel is 9,520 feet, of
which there is already completed a
trifle less than one mile. There are to
be 23 shafts, of which five are already
sunk. The tunnel will be brick lined
throughout, with an inner cement coat
ing, and the stipulations of the tunnel
contract call for first class work__N.
Y. Evening Post.
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show a gain over the previous year, Thurman would be elected by one of
American politicians for reasons of
THE OLD STAND
except Poland, which registers a slight the largest elective majorities ever given party) always maintained by the Demo
Now, one of these gentlemen is bound cratic party as opposed to the wbigdecline.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.
to be wrong. Which one ?
gism of Clay, and now again forced on
SD^T" WHO WILL BE PRESIDENT OF THESE GREAT UNITED STATES A YEAR HENCE j
Look out for another deadlock, in said party by Mr. Cleveland, against
eO L L E & E V IL L K , MONTG. CO., PA.
R e p r e s e n t a t i v e j S o w d e n reported
NOBODY KNOWS.
the House. The district tax bill, which the protests of Mr. Randall and his The undersigned has re-opened the the old (Fry)
favorably to the House . Monday his caused the late deadlock in the House,
B U T E V E R Y B O D Y W A N T S TO B U Y ST O R E GOODS FROM A GOOD
E . S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor. bill appropriating $70,000 for a pub after its passage by the Senate, has allies. The second is the keynote of
Store Stand in upper part of Trappc,. with a
of the Republican party of to-day, to
Assortment and at the Lowest Possible Figures, granting the Storekeeper an
full
variety
of
Store
Goods
and
is
pre
lic building at Allentown, Pa. The been added as an amendment to the wit : The American Protective system
average amount o f bread and butter. I f you will
T hursday, August 2, 1888.
pared to accommodate the public "
Sundry Civil Appropriation bill in the which it inherits as the lineal heir of
report, after giving a number of statis Senate.
in the best manner.
the old Whig party. And just here,
tics to show the importance of the
Representative McShane, of Nebr., Mr. Editor, let me say, your exception
R eports from Philadelphia and Scran- business interests of the town, says has sent to the architect of the Capitol to the remark of the Press as to the
You will find a WELL-STOCKED COUNTRY STORE, full to the top, with Goods Staple in
ion plainly indicate that the locomo the bill is intended to meet the Pres a painting representing the first home resurrection and engrafting of the con
Character and Needed by Everybody.
stead taken up in the United States stitution of the Southern Confederacy
tive boiler explosion season has arrived. ident’s objections to the former bill.
It is unnecessary to name the goods and prices, but we will compete with town or country
CALICOES,
under the homestead law. It was upon our statute books, is not well DRESS GOODS,
prices, excepting figures which mean sooner or later forced sales. All
* we ask is a living profit.
MUSLINS,
GINGHAMS,
located in Gage County, Nebr., by taken, as said constitution expressly
P r o b a b l y the most unique petition Daniel Freeman.
A f t e r all the Hungarians, Polanders
TABLE LINENS,
TRIMMINGS,
declared that in raising public revenue,
and mixed breeds may prove to be im ever filed in the House in favor of ad
EDGINGS, &c.
no tax should be so adjusted as in any
^ K . O 'V 'H D E T N r C E S Q U A R E .
way to foster or protect American in
portant factors in the impending polit ditional protection to American indus Correspondence.
Groceries in assortment, best qualities, all the
time.
’
dustries.
C.
T.
K.
tries was received on Monday from An Interesting Subject Discussed.
ical crisis.
Representative Anderson, of Iowa. It
L o w e r P r o v id e n c e , July 27, ’88.
Philadelphia Markets
T h e Norristown Herald feels assured reads as follows :
— AND—
E d it o r M o s e r :—A wonderfully proTJLBERT’S
P h i l a d e l p h i a , July 28,1888.
that Montgomery is safely Republican.
“Being profoundly impressed with lific and interesting subject is before
Quite a number of Montgomery county the gravity of the occasion and the us for discussion, and it behooves every
FLO UR AND M EAL.
COUGH SYRUP for Colds, Croup, Coughs, &e.
voters feel the same way. Even Sammy magnitude of the matter at issue in patriot to assist the people in their en Minnesota clear,
$8 75 to 4 15 Large Assortment, latest styles ; Earthenwar
that all my worldly possessions are in deavors to obtain a true understanding Pennsylvania family
3
25
to
3
90
LINIMENT, for Spiains, Burns, Frosted Feet, &c
Nyce is confident in that direction.
Hardware—Forks, Rakes, Shovels,
Patent and other high grades.
vested in two dozen hens, and realiz of the issue.
4 65 to 4 90
Rye flour,
3 50 to 3 55
Spades,
&c.,
&c.,
&c.
WORM SYRUP, Pleasant, Safe and Effectual.
ing that there should be no discrimina
All agree that a certain amount of Feed,
«16 75 to $17 50 per ton.
-----IN----tion
in
regard
to
the
protection
of
T h e present average tariff upon im
money must be raised for the support
CAMPHOR CREAM, a sure remedy for Chapped Hands and Face, and Pains on
American industries, and being advised
ported goods is 47 per cent. Under that there were some 16,000,000 dozens of the general government.
Chest resulting from Colds.
86 to 89
Shall this money be raised by a duty Wheat—red,
the Mills bill, the average rate would of eggs imported into the United States
53 to 55
on foreign imports or by a tax on Corn
Oats
VANDERSLICE’S SPAVIN CURE, an Effectual Remedy.
32 to 41
be 40 per cent. Perhaps the Mills bill in the year 1887, therefore I would re domestic products ?
For men, women and children, we defy compe
■■ ;
SACHLO, for Removing Greese, Paint, &c., from clothing.
PR
O
V
ISIO
N
S.
is not such a rank free trade measure, spectfully pray your honorable body to
Up to a recent period all agreed that
tition in styles, prices and qualities. Examine Old Fashioned Palm Soap for Chapped and Rough Hands, making them smooth and soft. Abso
pass a law to protect my interest against the form er was the only proper method Mess Pork, - after all.
. . 15 50 to 16 00
lutely Pure Black Pepper and other Spices. Prime Sweet Marjoram. Best Head-light Oil, 150°
our stock before making your purchases.
the infernal activity of the pauper hens of raising such revenue except in cer Mess Beef, . . . .
8 50 to 9 00
lire test.
of Europe. Your most obedient ser tain exigencies. The Great Rebellion Beef Hams, - - 16 00 to 17 00
JOSEPH "W
- CULBERT.
Smoked bams, per pound, 12)4 to 14
T h e local option high license act vant, T. H. B. M i l l e r , Cambria, Iowa.”
created such an exigency when the Shoulders,
- .
_ _
7 to
9
Lard,
_
_
passed at the last session of the New
nation strained every nerve for self»X to
9)4
TEJArFE, PA.
Butter, _
17 to 23
preservation and taxed a willing people Eggs,
Jersey Legislature, the validity of
- .
_
W ASH ING TO N L E T T E R .
- 15 to 17
right and left. Since the close of tbe
which has been questioned by some of From our regular correspondent.
CATTLE.
war
as
the
necessity
no
longer
existed,
E V E R ... O FFERED ■ I N
the leading lawyers in the State, was
W a s h in g t o n , July 27, 1888.—Sena all internal revenues or domestic taxa Milch Cows,
------- AT------$30
00
to
«55
00
declared constitutional in all its parts
N O RRISTO W N ,
extra, per pound,
6)4 to
tor Cullom has offered a preamble and tion (that is for the general govern Beef“Cattle,good,
8%
“
5)4 to
by the Court of Errors and Appeals
ment)
have
been
abolished
with
two
5%
resolution in regard to the monopoly
u
common “
4 to
*X
Tuesday.
notable exceptions—whiskey and to Calves, - _
5 to
which the Canadian Pacific Railway bacco. Practically all, with the possi Sheep,
6
C. J. BUCKLEY calls the attention of the pub
.
_
4 to
SX
lic to his stock of SPRING GOODS :
Co., has, by controlling all the ap ble exception of Mr. Cleveland, agree Lambs, - 7 to
8%
G e n e r a l H a r r is o n having made no
.
t
Every department of the store well stocked.
7)4 to
8 X Goods
proaches to the bridge over the St. that taxation on tobacco as a domestic Hogs,
arriving daily ; prices lower than ever.
ca]1® special attention to his large and select assortment of Carpets, &c„
less than seventy-four speeches since
from all the leading makers in the country, consisting of
^
’
Mary’s River, on the boundary line product should be abolished. The
BOOT AND SHOE DEPARTMENT.
his nomination, it has become the duty
theory
in
support
of
this
view
is
that
For
the
week
ending
July
28,
1888,
there
were
between the United States and Canada,
Gum Boots, best makes, Cander, Woonsoket,
tobacco is not a luxury but a necessity received at the Hay Market, 7th Street, above
of Matthew Stanley Quay to issue a
and Celebrated Duck, «2.50 per pair.
V E L V E T S , B R U S S E L S , T A P E S T R IE S , 8 - P L Y S , D A M A SK S
and directing the Interstate Commerce to millions of men and that the govern Oxford, 200 loads of hay and 65 loads of straw Men's
50c. per pair
E X -SU P E R S, SU P E R S, C. C. SU P ERS, U N I O N S 1
peremptory order to candidate Harri
which were sold at the following average prices Boys’ Gum“ 8hoes, best“make,
.
40c.
“
Commission to inquire into these mat ment no longer needs the money, and during the week :
C O T T A G E , C O TTO NS, RAG , &c., &c.
Ladies
“
“
ajv
><
son to cease his “ Presidential bab
$ 85 to 95 $ 100 lbs. Children’s “
ters and report to Congress, if any hence the general rule above stated Prime Timothy, “
goc]
bling.” If Harrison is wise, and a
Mixed, - 80 to 90 “
additional legislation is necessary to should apply to w it: that except in Straw, - - . . 70 to 80 «
Men’s French Calf Shoes, in Button, Lace or
H ugs, R ugs. A r t S q u a res, A r t S q u ares !
great many people think he is, he will
case
of
an
emergency
the
revenue
for
Congress, «2.50 per pair, sold elsewhere at $3.
protect our interests.
Men’s
Medium Weight Calf Shoes, from $1.25 to
the support of the general government
vow to keep his tongue still until he is
«2.00 per pair.
The House committee on agriculture should be raised from foreign imports.
DRUGGETS,•'DRUGGETS I MATTING8, LINOLEUMS, OIL CLOTHS, SHADES
elected,—or defeated. He can at least
Men’s Every day Plow Shoes, «1.00 to $1.25 per
AND SHADING I
’
which recently decided to postpone the The same rule applies to alcohol
pair.
I
well afford to pay strict heed to Quay’s
The above grades are all flrst-ciass and barfurther consideration of the various used in the arts, <fcc. Tbe only ques
gains at the price. We bought them direct
admonitions.
bills relating to compound lard until tion remaining on this head is the tax
trom
the manufacturers, and can save you the
Perkiomen R. R., Pa.
ation of whiskey used as a beverage
middle man’s profit.
next December, has reconsidered its that is whiskey as a domestic product,
C. T. K r a t z , E sq ., of Lower Provi action, and decided to report to the
LADIES’ AND CHILDREN’S SHOES.
dence, will be a candidate for the As House the Lee bill to prevent the sale, as no reference has been intended up to Î 5 U The undersigned has taken pos f l i e s ’ Peb. Button, Solid, $1.25, worth «1.75.
this time to imported spirits and to
Ladies Kid, Hand-worked Button Holes, «2 00
session o f the
sembly before the coming Republican manufacture or transportation of adul bacco. On this point a great diversity
worth «2.50.
’
’
Misses’
Morocco, Hand-worked Button Holes,
county convention. That he is amply terated articles of food, drink, and of opinion exists. Many men, includ
«1.65, worth $2.00.
’
qualified for the position of honor he drugs; also a substitute for the Butter ing Mr. Cleveland, see a moral aspect
Children’s Solar Tip Shoes, in all sizes, Spring
-------AND------Heel and Common Heel, 25 per cent, less BY BUYING YOUR CARPETS, &C., AT
seeks et'en his political opponents will worth bill defining lard and imposing in tliis question—that is that free
than regular price.
whiskey would mean cheap whiskey,
Infant Shoes, 40c., worth 50c,
readily admit, and if the Republican a tax upon compound lard and regula and free whiskey would increase intox’Better ones, 70c., worth «1.00.
brethren of Montgomery see fit to place ting its sale, importation and exporta ication, and hence are opposed to the
DRY GOODS DEPARTMENT.—This depart
his name upon their ticket they will tion.
abolition of the tax. If this be a valid
ment is filled with seasonable things : Ladies’
Nos. 76, 78, 80 & 82
The flour mill has been put in good repair, Suitings, Creapelices, Seersuckers, Dress Ging
objection which I very much doubt as
simply furnish evidence of their ability
The rules of the Senate have been the tax on each glass of whiskey must and farmers can have their wheat converted into hams, Wool Stripes and Plaids, Ladies’ Kid
flour, or exchanged for the best flour. The Gloves,_Silk Gloves, Lisle Thread Gloves. Mus
to recognize the right kind of timber. amended so as to allow the privilege of
be very infinitesimal, and the drinker Areola Mills have always taken the lead in mak lins, Sheetings, Bleached and Unbleached, at
ing
best burr flour. Will always be kept on wholesale prices.
the floor to ex-speakers of the House of would never think of it, I answer handthea full
line of all kinds of
W hy is it that during Presidential Representatives.
1ST HaJ.e i0u visite(1
Queensware, Glass
while you make its production free the
ware and Tinware Department ¡—Second floor,
government
no
longer
needing
the
M
ill
F
e
e
d
and
C
oal
campaigns we hear so much about the
rooms No. 1 and 2. Our Hardware and Grocery
The republican Senators have had no
Department is well stocked with everything1you
OF THE BEST GRADES.
reduction of wages, and the closing end of trouble in reaching an agreement revenue, tax it at the point of consump
want
or can think of. Men’s Spring Hats, iattion and give the States and counties
down of manufactories ? Is it because on the tariff, but with the aid of a the benefit of the tax for State and
est styles and shapes. We have a large invoice
Mr. Whitworth, as miller, will have charge of of seed potatoes coming direct from Prince Ed
manufacturers, by reason of actual de caucus held Wednesday evening, they local purposes, as for instance bv in
OLLEGEYILLE
the mills, and all the business pertaining there ward Island, which we will sell by the barrel or
pression in business during campaign have finally decided to report, thorough creasing the license to sell under our to, in my absence, with authority to sell at bushel. Garden Seeds of ail kinds, in bulk dr
packages.
Liverpool
Salt
by
the
car
load
figures as low as the lowest. Favor us-with
seasons, are compelled to either lessen ly discuss, and pass a substitute for the present high license act, and thereby your
Some of the colors of our new dress goods are
Coarse and Fine Cement, Calcine Plaster, Sand
orders.
•
relieve
the
burden
of
local
taxation
goblin blue, steel blue, gendarme blue, navy
Paints, Oils, Putty, Glass (any size cut to or
expenses or cease operations alto Mills bill. The measure, they say, is
der), Rims, Shafts, Spokes, &c„ &c,
blue, laly blue, terracotta, mahogany, wood
even in township affairs. The Whiskey
I shall still continue to handle Fertilizers. I
brown, cinnamon, tan, steel, stone, slate, gray,
gether ? Or does the Presidential nearly ready to report. Sugar and the Trust, with Mr. Carlisle as spokesman,
G. J. B U C K L E Y ,
have to offer this fall something special in the
moss green, serpent, sage green, olive green,
campaign season require political argu internal revenue will furnish the princi says retain the tax, because it gives shape of a Natural Guano, from South America.
Nile green, cardinal, garnet and many mixtures,
"W
ARE-ROOMS.
Rahn Station, Pa
has been selling at about forty dollars per P. O. Ironbridge.
check.- and stripes in such a happy combination
them full control of tEe manufacture of It
ments that have no particular weight pal reductions.
ton ; it must be sold this fall. Farmers, come
The undersigned is now ready to of shadings that It Is impossible to describe the
whiskey, small producers being frozen and
at other times ? Perhaps some of our
examine it. It is an excellent article as a
effect. 8ome of the new materials are Henri
The House has passed a bill to create out. The Democractic party pander grain
serve
the public, and kindly invites etta finish, cashmere fine all wool, French, at 50
and grass fertilizer. Will offer it at a
astute contemporaries can enlighten a United States Land Court, for the
great
reduction.
and
cents. Fine Henriettas in many shades
=
3
s
T
O
T
=
ing to the Whiskey Trust, which is ex
everybody, old and young, to call and at 7562)4
us ?
cents ; very fine Henriettas worth $1 25
purpose of judicial investigation and pected to contribute liberally to the
IF1. I F . ^ . A - R H S T C K E I R , .
inspect the complete stock o f F U R N I for «1.00. Finest French Almas, Imported, sold
by some houses at $1.50, for «1.25. These are
.
settlement of private land claims in campaign, and because it sees a chance 28jnn6m
TU R E and HO U SE F U R N ISH IN G the finest all wool colored dress goods sold in
crippling the protective feature of
R epublican Senator Allison recently
Pottstown.
New Mexico and Colorado. Arizona of
GOODS in stock. A recital o f the
Serges 50 cents to 87)4 cents.
remarked : “Now that the Democratic was originally included in the bill, but the tariff on foreign imports, of which
varieties
and grades o f goods and prices
point
I
will
speak
further
on,
says
re
Fine and fashionable Cashmeres 95 cens to
House has passed a bill embodying
«
1
.
00.
Delegate Smith, of that Territory, made tain the tax. The Republican party
would
be
tedious.
“
Seeing
is
believing,”
B
U
T
S
IM
P
L
Y
A
N
A
N
N
O
U
N
C
E

Sebastapools, Bieges, Armures,Taffetas, Broad
their ideas of tariff revision and reve
such a vigorous opposition that he suc says retain the tax as long as tbe gen
and a visit to our Warerooms will give Cloths, and a hundred other things difficult to
—LOOK TOnue reduction it is necessary for the
M E N T OF I A C T S I N R E you the evidence required before mak name.
ceeded in having an amendment ex eral government needs the money, but
Tricots, fully 1 yard wide, at 75 cents, and a
abolish it rather than disturb the pro
Republican Senate to formulate their empting Arizona adopted.
ing your purchases.
GARD TO OUR IM M E N SE
regular 50 cent quality at 37)4 cents, and the
tective
feature
of
tbe
foreign
tariff.
62)4
e e n tg ra * at 50 cents. Many new choice
views in the same way. Not to declare
— S T O C K OF —
BED RO O M S U IT E S in Walnut, shades.
Curious things come out sometimes
their position in the form of a bill would in Congressional investigations. There The Prohibitionists say abolish the
Ash, and Oak, and all the cheaper
New French Sateens, choicestyies, same goods
tax, because it makes the general gov
as are retailed in the leading Phila. stores at 37)4
be equivalent to admitting to the peo is a committee now engaged in investi ernment a partner in an iniquitous
grades. Bedsteads from $:2.50, up.
cents, we sell at 35 cents ; and a fine quality in
ple that we are afraid of the issue. If gating the publication of the War business, inasmuch as the government
choice patterns at 25 cents.
PARE
LO
R
F
U
R
N
IT
U
R
E
,
allstyles
All the regular 15 cent satines 12)4 cents in
“ A penny saved is a penny made.” In buy
I can stand it in Iowa, Pennsylvanians Records. The other day a witness takes charge of the whiskey product as
newest French styles.
testified that the work of the War soon as made, and retains possession of ing a fertilizer buy a phosphate that shows the For the Spring and Summer Trade of '88, con and grades, including Plush and Hair theWe
show the largest variety of tfine Black
Cloth.
and other Republicans in the Senate Records office was three months ahead
highest analysis, as poor phosphates cannot pos
sisting
of
a
splendid
assortment
of
Dress Goods in town. We keep the best make
it until sold, and then takes its share sibly analyze well. You cannot get “ blood out
ought to feel confidence in an aggres of the Government Printing Office in of
Mattresses, Pillows and Bolsters, of Black Cashmeres and Henrietta«in the world,
the price, say 60 per cent, as tax. of a turnip,” nor can you get value out of a
bought direct from the large importers.
sive course.” We -admire Senator its w ork; now the foreman of that Think of it, ye gods 1 the Whiskey phosphate that only shows a comparative com Dress Goods, Ginghams, Calicoes,
Window Shades and Fixtures.
We can show yon the finest quality of All
mercial
value
far
below
its
selling
prices,
which
Shirtings, Table Linen, dec.
Allison’s candor and honesty, as well institution testifies that on tbe very Trust and the Democratic party on the you see is the case with most fertilizers made.
Wool Henrietta ever imported. It Is over 1)4
Ü-tëT"
Remember,
everything
in
stock
day that the oth'er testimony was given moral side of this question in favor of
yards wide, counts 104 twills to the inch and is
as bis political foresight.
fro m the minor to more important arti but «1.75 per yard. Our «1.00 Black Henriettas
he received a verbal request from the retaining the tax on whiskey as a do
rapidly. Our new Black Silks are ail war
cles o f Furniture and Housefurnishing sell
War Records office, to stop composi mestic product, and yelling “ Free
ranted uotto cut or break, from $1.00 up to «2.00.
Goods.
You
can't
go
wrong,
no
matter
Special
bargains in Silks of many kinds, in
tion
until
they
could
.catch
up.
Both
S o m e t h in g about the Tariff Issue will
Whiskey” at the Republican party
For Suitings for men and boys.
what you want, by giving us a call.
cluding Rhadames, Rha zameres. Surahs, Ar
gentlemen
cannot
possibly
have
told
(and
of
course
at
the
Prohibitionists)
Show
a
commercial
value
of
from
«6
to
«8
per
be found on the first page of the pres
mures, Fa-illies and Mervieliux.
the truth.
ton above the selling price, the State chemist GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS :-Neckwear,
We have a new line of Black Silks. 40 inch
because the Republican party rather giving
Picture and Looking Glass Frames
ent issue. The synopsis of the Mills
Cuffs, Buttons, Scarf Pins, Lace Pins, Rings,
it
the
highest
valuation
of'
any
made
or
lace
Bouncings for dresses, in Spanish Guipure
A service pension bill has been in than destroy a Protective Tariff, would sold in the State for the price. Therefore buy
&c.
o f every description. Reframing Pic and Chantilli
at «1.65, $2.00, $2.75, $3.00, $3.75,
bill is a fair presentation of that import troduced by Senator Hiscock. Under remove the government tax from where
you get the most for your money. My
tures, Glasses t &c., one o f our specialties. and !jj)i.OO.
ant measure, whilst the extracts suc its provisions every person who served whiskey, and enable the States and phosphates are honestly made from animal bone, Just received a large and carefully selected
New Jet Trimmings at 50 cents to $6.00 per
reliable and lasting.
stock of the latest styles in
A long experience as a wood worker yard.
ceeding it may be justly regarded as three months in the army or navy dur counties to tax it at the point of con
New Gimp Trimmings in Worsted, Silk and
enables us to know just, what we buy and Tinsel.
ing the civil war is entitled to a pen sumption. And plenty of Prohibition
— MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY—
favorable to tariff revision. The opin sion.
nd just what we sell. You will get just
New
Jersey Coats, New Gorkserew Coats, New
ists,
in
their
ignorance
of
facts
and
ions of foreign newspapers, as quoted,
what you buy, and thef u ll worth of your M raps, New Coat Cloths, New Casslmeres, Cov
Chairman Geo. O Jones, of the Na their rancor against the Republican
ered Buttous made to order.
will be generally accepted as so many tional committe, of the greenback party, party, which they have set out to dr.
Which we are selling at prices consistent with money.
The best sewiug machine yet made is the
LIS FIELD, Montg. Co., Pa.
the times.
arguments against the present Demo is in this c ity ; for the purpose of issu stroy, joining in the cry of “ Free
Standard.
It has a rotary shuttle, it sews 1500
All kinds o f Repairing and Uphol stitches while
others sew 1000, and is much
ing
a
call
for
a
national
convention
of
cratic policy. On this page we cheer
F. P. FARINGER, Ironbridge, agent for Mid
Whiskey” against it. Although the
dle Section of Montgomery county. All or Glassware, Woodenware, Queensware, stering done promptly at the Lowest Pos quieter doing it. We guarantee to stitch 100
that
party.
Mr.
Jones
«ays
the
finan
Prohibition
party
demands
absoluiely
fully grant space to C. Tyson Kratz,
sible Figures. Upon notice furniture yards on the Standard in less time than any
entrusted to his care will receive prompt at
cial question completely overshadows what the Repubiican party demands ders
other machine with the old style shuttle will
Hardware, Floor and Table Oil
tention.
to be repaired will be taken to my work stitch
Esq., of Lower Providence, who deals that of the tariff.
75 yards. Two Standards each running
only in a certain emergency, that is
shop
and
returned
fre
e
o
f
charge,
or
Cloth,
Window
Shades,
Wall
at
the rate of 1500 stitches per minute, make
with the present economic question
It is understood that Senator Ingalls when the government no longer needs
the repairs, i f desired, will be made at less noise than one old style machine making
Paper. The best Rubber
strictly from a Republican standpoint. is preparing a speech on the fisheries the revenue. I t seems to me clear that gT R IK E COMMENCED!
but 750 stitches per minutq. .The Standard
the
residence o f the customer.
shuttle revolves on its own centre, and is wheel
The columns of the I n d e p e n d e n t are treaty, that will attack the whole in a very short time the old time rule
Paints
a
Specialty.
shaped,
other machines have, shuttles which
I have decided to make a reduction In my
foreign
policy
of
the
administration
should
apply.
Tax
no
domestic
pro
must start and stop twice to make every stitch,
always ready to receive both sides of
prices (from April 2, 1888,) for shoeing. I will
W.
H.
Blanphford.
Speaker Carlisle declined to attend duct for the support of the general put on four new shoes, all hand-made, of any
causing great friction noise and shaking. The
important questions.
Standard Sewing Machiue is far ahead of other
the Piedmont Chatauqua gathering at government, but raise such revenue style desired, for «1.20 per set.
lock-stitch machines as the circular saw is ahead
W. B. LOGAN, Yerkes Station, Pa.
PO R SALE 1
Atlanta, Ga. It is generally thought from duties on foreign imports.
of the gig saw. The Standard we truly believe
Always the best. Raisins, Peaches, Prunes,
that bis reason for declining was the
will be better at the end of ten years’ usage than
Now we come to the great point in
T h e foreigners continue to come to
OR SALE I
Currants, Canned Goods, «fee., in fact everything
most other machiues at the end of 5 years. Don’t
discourteous manner in which Senator controversy which I shall merely state,
Perkiomen
First
Mortgage
5
per
cent.
Rail
F
think of buying an old machine until you have
the United States as though they feared Colquitt acted toward Representative
that is kept in a well stocked country store.
road Bonds, in sums from $100 up to thousands. seen
and leave its discussion for a future
greatest invention in the sewing ma
Stock and fixtures of the restaurant at
Interest payable quarterly at any ticket office chinethis
they might not have as good a chance McKinley, by refusing to deliver an in paper, unless indeed the above facts
line.
Yours Respectfully,
Perkiomen Junction, Pa. Will give good rea
along
the
road.
These
bonds
are
the
best
secur
if they put it off too long. In spite of vitation which was sent through him. and conclusions be controverted by sons for selling. Apply at restaurant.
ed and the most convenient investment now on
A
A bill has been favorably reported to any one, in which event I shall take
H o w a rd L eopold,
the market.
J. W. SUNDERLAND,
CHA8. YOST.
tbe laws against the importation of con
Collegeville, Pa.
the Senate, making the fee for examin great pleasure in fortifying myself.
229 HIGH STREET,
tract laborers and of paupers and crim ing applicants for pension $2 for each
In raising the revenue necessary for
27oc
POTTSTOWN, PAl
inals, 539,818 immigrants landed on our surgeon when made by a board, and the support of the general government
QHAS. H. DETW ILER,
shores during the fiscal year justeuded, $2 when made by a single surgeon. I t by duties on foreign imports, shall the
T P I A F F E , 3P.A...
FO R SALE I
Caveats and Trade Marks btalned, and all Pat
an increase of 56,702 over the arrivals allows traveling expenses if the surgeon raising of a certain amount of money ent Business conducted for MODERATE FEES.
Veterinary Dentist,
be the sole object to be kept in view,
of the previous year. Of the total has to go to the applicants residence.
The most elegible building lots in Collegeoflice is opposite the U. 8. Patent Office, E ST ATE NOTICE 1
Opinions differ: Hon. Jno. C. New, or shall the tax or duty be so adjusted WeOurhave
no
sub-agents,
all
business
direct,
NEAR
IRONBRIDGE,
PENNA. ville for sale. Apply to J. W. SUNDERLAND.
number Great Britain and Ireland fur of Indiana, who was here this week,
hence
can
transact
patent
business
in
less
time
as to foster American manufactures and at less cost than those remote from Washt i f i l o uses and Lots for sale in Collegeville.
Having graduated from the Dental department
nished 180,766 ; Germany, 109,075 ; says that Harrison and Morton were and build up American industries. The ington.
Estate of John Spare, late of Perkiomen, of the Veterinary College at Toronto, after a
J. W.SUNDERLAND.
Montgomery county, deceased. All persons in
Sweden and Norway, 72,925; Italy, 51,- bound to be elected this year. The first is the “ Free Trade” or “ Tariff for
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip debted to said estate are requested to make im thorough course,-1 will be pleased to sei ve farm
ers
and
horsemen
in
the
line
of
my
profession.
tion. We advise if potentable or not, free of mediate payment, and those having- legal
i)75; Russia, 33, 407, and Austria-Hun same day Hon. Frank Hurd, Ex-Con Revenue Only” system (which in eco charge.
mo FA R M ER S A ND POULTRY RAiHKRS.
Our fee not due till patent is secured. claims against the same, will present them with Horses prevented and cured from crib biting.
1 T H O RO U G H BRED W YANDOTTE EGGS.
Satisfaction guaranteed in every instance. Ref
gary, 45,811. All the countries con gressman from Ohio, was here. He nomic parlance are strictly synono- A book, “ How to Obtain Patents.” with refer out
delay
in
proper
order
for
settlement
to
said the tariff reform issue would sweep mous expressions admitted to be by all ences to actual clients in your State, county, or
S in g le se ttin g s o f 13 eggs, *1.00,
erences as to absolutely successful operations
JOHN
FRICK,
Executor,
or
m ore se ttin g s, special rates.
tributing to this army of immigrants the con
given
upon
application.
AH
other
veterinary
den
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
and that Cleveland and English writers, but denied by certain town. Address
For sale by
Setzler’s Store P. O., Chester Co , Pa.
tal
business
promptly
attended
to.
Lameness
Hoc) Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.

Providence Independent.

WE DO NOT CARE TO KNOW JUST NOW

E E -O P E N E D !

Dry Goods and Groceries

5511-5* GOTWALS’ STORE, PROVIDENCE SQUARE,

JO SEPH

t

Queensware

G.

GOT W AES,

COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE,

t

Crockeryware

Boots & Shoes
F . B. RUSHONG,

CARPETS THE LARGEST LINE
CARPETSf
CARPETSj

S P R IN G T A L K

RAHN STATION

At Prices Lower than Ever !

<1

Areola-:- Mills !

CURTAIN POLES AND CURTAINS,

&c.

Areola Flour and Grist Mills

We can Prove Yon can Save Money !

COIL AND FEED WAREHOUSE !

I. H . B R E N D L IN G E R ’S

EAST - MAIN - STREET,

N O R R IS T O W N , P A ,

IiE O P O L ,D ’S

New G oods!

F U R N IT U R E

- FARMERS,

AN EARTHQUAKE !
DRY GOODS!

Trinley’s Afiimal Bone Plospliates! CLOTHS and CASSIMERES

JA C O B T R IN C E Y ,

SHOES I fi HATS,

GROCERIES !

P A T E N T S

Frank March, Attorney

7M6t

and diseases of tbe limbs treated.

tocl

D. U. CASSEL,

Norrltonville, Montg. Co., Pa,"

-V -rad*

*MÜ

MOTHER BUZZARD

FROM GRATEfe’S FORD, j
C Ô L L Ë Û Ë V lL L Ë
serving summonses. This decision will
affect the rights of constables in a num
Fuss & Grater are very busy just
ber of counties in which no compensa now. They shipped the first car load Has caused a reduction in prices of Vegetable
Plants, at the
tion has thus far been allowed.
of baled hay to Philadelphia on Tues
T h u rsd ay , August 4, i888.
day last. They are still baling and
Collegeville Greenhouses I
have several car loads more to ship.
Prohibition C onvention Call.
The same to hold good until further notice.
"t KBMS:—51.25 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE.
150,000 CELERY PLANTS—ready July 1st t
Last Tuesday a week, while Jacob
We received the following from Mr. Johnson, of Trappe, was fishing in the Large White Solid, Dwarf Golden Heart and
—Plioenixville is to have a new daily
PRICE IL.IST
S. C. Freed, of Linfield, Chairman of Perkiomen at this place, he caught a White Plume, 40c. per 100 ; $3.00 per 1000. New
This paper has a larger circulation
Golden Self-blanching, 50c. per 100. A reduc
paper in the near future. Information
the
Prohibition
party
of
Moulgemery
black
bass
measuring
2l£
inches
long
tion
to
parties
ordering
10,000
or
over.
in this section o f the county than any is wanting as to whether said papçr
— OF—
county;
LATE CABBAGE PLANTS—Large Late Flat
and weighing 5 pounds avoirdupois.
other paper published. As an adver will be actually printed in Phoenixville
“I hereby issue the call for the Pro That was the largest fish of the season Dutch and Large Late Drumhead, 30c. per 100 ;
$2.50 per 1000.
tising medium the “ Independent” ranks or not. The paper of that town is
hibition County Convention, to con caught at this place.
BEET PLANTS—Early Blood Turnip Beet,
vene in the newly purchased prohibi
among the most desirable papers, having Robarts’ Messenger. Sometimes cash
Our friend H. W. Swartley is be 40c. per 100 ; $2.50 per 1000.
crushes brains. Sometimes it don’t.
tion tent, in Norristown, Tuesday,
a large and steadily increasing circula
SWEET POTATO PLANTS—Red and Yellow,
August 7th, atone o’clock p. M. Object: coming skilled in the piscatorial art. fine, reduced to 25c. per 100 ; $2.50 per 1000.
—D. Theo. Buckwalter, Royersford,
tion in various localities throughout the
LATE CABBAGE—Flat Dutch and Drumhead,
He caught a dozen or more one day
To
nominate
a
full
county
ticket,
in
JriF’Oome and see the plants growing and be
SOcts.per hundred; {2.25 per thousand.
is the leading manufacturer of tomb
last
week,
ranging
in
length
from
8
to
county.
convinced of the superiority of my plants over
cluding a full ticket-for the Assembly
Drumhead Savoy, SO cts. per hundred.
stones, monuments, &c., in the middle
and a Congressionl candidate to repre to 14 inches. Keep on, Henry, you others.
It is the aim o f the editor and pub section of this county, and his trade is
CELERY PLANTS—Ready July 1 st: Hender
GREENHOUSE AND BED D IN G PLA NTS J
sent
the Seventh district and to trans may catch a 5 pounder or two later on.
lisher to make the “ Independent” one o f constantly increasing. He does firstson’s White Plume, Golden Dwarf, Mam
I
have
a
general
assortment
of
above
plants,
act
such
other
business
as
may
properly
Mrs. Mary Markley, relict of Jacob which will be sold at prices that defy competi
moth White Solid, 35 cts. per hundred ;
t ie best local and general newspapers class work and gives his patrons satis
$2.25 per thousand.
come before the convention. Inasmuch Markley, and mother-in-law of our tion. Send for 8-page price list free.
Item s from B lack Rock.
in the county, or anywhere else, and to faction.
as this will be a mass convention we townsman, A. Z. Sch wenk, died at the
Lawn Mowers, very low, ask for prices j Gar
SWEET POTATO PLANTS—28 cts.
ask all persons to unite with us who residence of the latter on Saturday den, Field and Flower Seeds : Galvanized Wire JERSEY
t Us end we invite correspondence from
per hundred.
^The
School
Directors
of
Upper
Prov
Netting,
1ft.
to
6
ft.
wide
;
Garden
Implements;
U nited in W edlock.
every section.
idence are having a new school house are of suitable age and otherwise quali evening last. She had been a sufferer Mixed Bird Seed, Lawn Grass Seed and White
HAMMOND’S SLUG SHOT—5 pounds
Saturday, July 28, at the Lutheran erected in place of the old one at Gar fied,—all who believe in the entire for some years with rheumatism. Fun Clover Seed ; Wire Trelises, Bulbs, &c. All or Li?"for
25 cts.
annihilation of the liquor traffic and eral takes place to -day (Thursday), at ders by mail and those left with the Collegeville
parsonage,
Trappe,
by
Rev.
O.
P.
wood.
The
masons
began
work
on
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
Bakers will receive prompt attention and be de
Smith, Mr. Samuel E. Daub, of Lim July 16. It is to be completed till the license system, no matter how you 9 a. in., at the residence of A. Z. livered free, on their routes.
All orders by mail and those left at the Col
We publish the following schedule gratuitously erick, was united in wedlock to Miss Sept. 3, in time for school to open. It stand on any other issue. If we have Scbweuk. Interment at Keely’s church
HORACE RIMBY,
legeville Drug Store, or with the Boyertown
Florist,
Seedsman
and
Vegetable
Plant
Grower,
for the convenience of our readers.
the ability to successfully handle this burying ground.
Mail Carrier, will receive prompt attention.
Cora T. Saylor, of Trappe. The happy
C o l l e g e v il l e , P a .
lm a r
Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as bride and groom are receiving the con is to be one story high. There was the greatest issue ever before the
some
talk
of
having
another
9tory
for
Dr. Everhart is very busy just now.
follows:
Thankful for past patronage, I hope to merit
gratulations of their numerous friends. the use of the Sunday School but noth American people, then there never will He has a steadily increasing practice.
FOR P H IL A D E L P H IA AND POIN TS SOUTH.
your orders in the future.
present
itself
a
question
to
the
Ameri
DUBLIC SALE OF
ing definite was done. Daniel Schuler
M ilk................................................................6.40 a. m.
The masons began work at the
Truly yours,
Accom m odation.......................................... 8.08 a. m.
has the contract. Reiff Gottshalk did can people that we cannot settle right,
Property
Purchased.
Right is right for God, and right shall creamery on Monday last. Reiff GodM a rk e t................
1.10 p. m.
the
mason
work.
The
S.
School
holds
Accom odation....................................................... 1.16 p. m.
The Norristown Trust and Safe De its sessions in the Almshouse woods win the day.” A mass meeting will be schall, of Ironbridge,. with a half dozen
F red erick F r iz e r ,
POR ALLENTOW N AND P O IN T S N O RTH AND W EST.
posit Company has purchased of John on seats erected for that purpose. The held in the tent in the evening a t 8 bands, is doing the work, and it will in
Will be sold at public sale, on MONDAY,
M ail...............
8.03 a. m. O. Bowman, attorney for thé owner,
a very short time be ready for the car AUG. 6, '88, at Perkiomen Bridge hotel, Seedsman, Grower o f Vegetables and
annual picnic will be held on Sept. 1, o’clock.
A ccom odation............................................. 0.11 a. m.
*, 25 head of fresh cows with calves direct
penters to begin their work. H. H. W rk iP
M ark et..................................... ................... 8 30 p. m. the old Yeakle store property, corner in the same place.
from York county. Good judgment was
Vegetable Plants,
A ccom m odation..........................................6.47 p. m. of Main and DeKalb streets, Norristown
Yellis has the contract for the erection “ ■“•■■■exercised in the selection of this stock,
An Evening Raid.
and it will be to the interest of purchasers to at 16feb8m
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.
for $13,000. A 3-story building, 100
of the building.
The Directors of the Poor are having
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
The work, recently commenced, o
tend sale. Sate at 2 o’clock p. m., sharp.
M ilk.......... ............................ . . . < ............... 8.56 a. m. by 24 feet, will be erected thereon by a new pig sty erected which is certainly
Mr. I. Kulp is how sojourning in Conditions by
Accom odation......................- .................... 4.48 p. m.
constructing
the
new
driving
park
in
the Trust Co.
a needful improvement. The crops
H . H . ALLEBACII.
NORTH.
Boston by the sea. From a letter re
grown on the county farm are first class Mr. Zimmerman’s grove and field, near ceived, we infer that the trip is doing J. G. Fetterolf, auct. I. H. Johnson, clerk.
A ccom m odation........................................10.03 a. m.
M ilk.................
5-48 p. m.
in point of yield. Steward Johnson this place, includes the removal of a him good, and sincerely hope that he
D eath.
may always be seen at the head of bis number of trees. Last Saturday some may return much benefitted by his trip p U B L IC SALE OF
(I n t h e f o r m e r p o s t o f f i c e b u i l d i n g . )
of “ the boys” turned woodsmen and
Mary Bucher, wife of Enoch Bucher men when any work is to be done.
evercised their muscles in manipulating to the sea.
Home Flashes and Stray Sparks of Limerick Square-, died suddenly
At almost all times of the day you cross cut saws and axes. Among the
Saturday evening of blood poisoning.
William Fitzgerald is on the sick
From Abroad.
She was taken sick Thursday evening. may see a number of fishermen along trees doomed to fall was a stately white list. Also Abner, a small child of
Will be sold at public sale, on SATURDAY,
3ST0TX03STS,
—The stiff breeze from the west may Funeral was held yesterday at 10 a. m. the Schuylkill intent on the one thing, oak in the hollow trunk of which, about Milton Barndt. Both are reported AUG. 4, ’88, at Smoyer’s hotel, Trappe, 20
fresh cows and springers, from Lebanon
bring rain and less smoke, in a day or Interment at Limerick Square ceme but success does not always crown their thirty feet from the ground, a swarm somewhat better.
county, where the subscriber spared
tery. A husband and two children efforts. There have been few good of bees were domiciled, together with
two.
neither time nor pains in selecting a lot
Abraham
Kratz
lost
a
valuable
horse
of good cows. Among the lot are a number of
honeycombs and a store of honey in
catches thus far.
F ir s t .
survive the deceased.
on
Friday
last.
The
animal
was
sick
Ac., Ac., Ac.
extra cows in every particular and all will be
—Miss Flora Beerer, of Norristown,
dustriously gathered during many a
sold without reserve. Sale at 2 ^ o’clock. Con
only
about
one
hour.
It
is
thought
is visiting the Misses Gross, at College
A
full
line
of
calicoes, muslins, ginghams,
shining hour. I t was agreed unani
ditions by
SILAS W. FISHER.
B ase B all.
F rom N orristow n to Perkiom en
mixed goods for clothing. Ladies’ jerseys and
it died of choking distemper.
xx.
ville Hotel.
L. H. Ingram, auct. C. U. Bean, clerk.
mously
that
the
“
bee
tree”
should
be
cassimere shawls very cheap. Complete stock
Bridge.
Last Saturday afternoon the Welden felled by the light of a lantern and the
of hosiery. Men’s hose from 5 to 25 cts. per
—Read W att & Co.,’s new advertise
L
e
tte
r
from
th
e
W
est.
House
nine,
composed
of
young
men
On last Thursday evening, Dr. J.
pair. Pantaloons from 40 cts. to $5. Good
stars, and that the bees should be rob
ment. They are the leading dentists Bond
SALE
OF
pU
B
LIC
whole suits for men from $5 to $20. A good
W att, of Norristown, gave a from Pottstown and Philadelphia, came bed of their home, their honey, and their
S alt L ake City , U tah, Ju ly 12, ’88.
suit for $6.50. Silk handkerchiefs from 35 to
of the county.
“ wagon party” to Alderfers Perkiomen down to Collegeville to cross bats with lives sacrificed at “ the stake.” The
75 cents. Quick sales and small profits will be
F r ie n d M o se r :—Leaving Philadel
our rule. Come and inspect our stock and learu
—Rev. J. H. Hendricks and wife,and Hotel in honor of Miss Hughes, Miss the Perkiomen Base Ball Club. Thé agreement was kept and between the phia on the evening of the 27th of June
prices.
F. G. Hobsonand wife, of this place, left Wilson and Miss Williams who were vis game was arranged by a warm friend hours of 8 and 11 p. m., the tree was with the 9:20 train, while a shower of
Will be sold at public sale on THURSDAY,
t»wn Tuesday morning en route -for iting Mr. and Mrs. Watt. There were of the latter club who had been stop cut down, a fire was kindled at the twelve hours’ duration bad set in, by AUGUST 2, ’88, at the residence of the under
Simon Car tun & Co.,
signed in Upper Providence township,
Ocean Grove, where they expect to seventeen invited guests. A pleasant ping a few days at the Welden House. front and only door to the home of the 7:45 in the morning we found ourselves
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
-near Mennonite Meeting House, 20 bead 10maHe impressed bis fellow tourists with bees, and the work of devastation be
evening was spent.
spend several weeks.
•of fresh oows direct from Ohio, weighing
in
Pittsburg,
and
by
9:20
in
the
even
the idea that the game was to be the gan. Barney and the scribe were
from 1,000 to 1,400 pounds each, and*altogether
—H. N. Slingluff, of Sydney, Neb.,
friendliest sort of a game, not a hotly inclined to stand afar off, though Barney ing we were domiciled in the great city a lot of cows well worth seeing and purchasing. USTATE FOTICE I
D
eath
of
H
arry
Daub.
A)so one full-blooded Durham Bull, weighing
has sent us an interesting letter for
contested battle for the purpose of de professed to know how the job ought of Chicago. Two days were spent I,
300. Don’t miss this sale. Sale at 2 o’clock.
seeing
its
sights.
Among
the
things
Estate of Joseph Tyson, late of Upper
publication. We will gladly give it
Harry Daub died at the residence of ciding a grave and important issue, to be done, But, like the scribe, he
Conditions by
J. W. ROSENBERGER.
Providence township, Montgomery county, de
seen,
beside
a
steamboat
ride
on
the
space on the first page, next week. Abraham Peterman, near Trappe, Mon and that the Perkiomen nine were didn’t just feel like doing it and run
J. G. Fetterolf, auct.
ceased. Notice is hereby given that letters tes
“ Bosphorus’ ’’contribution will also ap day evening, aged about 56 years. De warm hearted and generous, if not un the risk of too close an association with Lake,„ were its public buildings,
tamentary upon Bald estate have been granted
churches,
Academy
of
Fine
Arts,
pub
to
the undersigned. All persons Indebted to the
pear on the first page of our next issue. ceased fora number of years was one sophisticated, and therefore if defeated the bees. Not so with the Boss and
p U B L IC SALE OF
estate
are requested to make prompt settle
of the prominent fanners o f Limerick the Welden House nine would not be the Jersey m en; they were brave way lic halls, Board of Trade building,
ment, and those having claims against the same
—Mr. Riley Bohn is having a coat township. Several years ago he relin
boulevards,
hotels,
parks—Lincoln,
will present them without delay to
of paint applied to his grist and saw quished that business, and for more humiliated as well as vanquished. down to their boots, and proceeded to Donglas, and South—together with
CHARLES TYSON, Trappe, Pa.
ABRAHAM TYSON, Collegeville, Pa.
mill at Yerkes. His residence was re than a year, past suffered declining Filled with the prosaic eloquence of business without hesitation. Plunder : the stock yards and immense slaughter
Will be sold at public sale on THURSDAY,
their
advisor
the
Welden
House
boys
DAVID
H. ALLEBACH,
“
“
A
large
bucketful
of
honey
and
comb,
cently painted and otherwise improved. health. The funeral will be held Satur
AUGUST 9, ’88, at Reiff’s .hotel, Ironbridge, 20
Executors.
came down with bright hopes and probably a little more comb than ing and packing bouses.
fresh
cows
direct
from
Lebanon
county,
Concerning the latter, we stood with
—A new post office has been estab day next at 10 a. m. Interment in happy hearts and walked right into honey, though Frank has not eaten any
where the subscriber carefully selected a
in three feet from the man, who with
lot of good cows—the kind sure to give
the hideous jaws of an awful defeat. molasses since Sunday.
lished at W alter’s mill, New Hanover Lutheran cemetery, Trappe.
Honey is knife in hand bled fifty hogs in less
satisfaction. Also 2 stock bulls. Sale at 2 ■MOTICE I
Score, 23 to 0. And no wonder the sweeter, you know.
township, and its name is Layfield.
o’clock. Conditions by
time
than
five
minutes.
Following
Welden House boys are in quest of
HENRY BERNTHEISLER.
T errible Explosion.
In the Court of Common Pleas of Montgom
them as they were brought out of the L. H. Ingram, auct.
—In another column we publish a
I. H. Johnson, clerk.
somebody’s scalp. Our boys should
ery county, Pa., of October T., 1888, No. 6. No
T h e S tate F air.
boiling water vat, we saw them pass
The boiler of a locomotive on the be more considerate and generous in
letter from Prof. A. L. Landis, of Urtice is hereby given that “ The Lower Providence
from one man to another until they
sinus, who is now traveling through Philadelphia and Reading Railroad the treatment of their base ball oppo
Live Stock Insurance Association of Montgom
The
34th
annual
exhibition
of
the
ery County, Pa.,” has presented its petition to
were ready for shipment in the form of ^ O T IC E TO TRESPASSERS !
exploded Tuesday night at the station, nents in the future. A little less than
the great West.
the court for alterations, amendments and im
Ninth street and Columbia avenue ; the earth will serve them just as well Pennsylvania State Agriculture Society hams, sausages, etc. This occupied
provements to its charter, as provided by the
will open in Philadelphia on September snch a short space of time that it
—It is unanimously agreed, in ad killing the engineer and fireman and
Notice is hereby given that all blackberry act of Assembly, and that said application will
and furnish all the glory necessary. 3, to continue two weeks. The pros
pickers and gunners are forbidden to trespass come before said court on Monday, September
vance, that Mr. Zimmerman’s driving injuring five passengers.
seemed miraculous.
Engineer
upon the premises of the undersigned in Lower 3,1888, at 10 a. m., when, if no cause be shown
park, now in course of making, will be Pond was driven through the front The young tourist might try his hand pectus indicates that there will be an
In
another
part
of
the
building
the
Providence township, and that such trespassers to the contrary, said application will be granted ;
a delightful place. The course will be window of the cab and was thrown ten. again in making arrangements for an unusally attractive display in all the cattle were seen despatched in a simi will he dealt with according to law.
said petition now being on file in said court. By
HORACE ASHENFELTER. ^ the court.
departments. There will be a number lar manner. This one establishment lljy
fully a half mile, with very little grade, feet in front of the engine, and Fire other “ friendly” game.
GEORGE SCHEETZ,
Attest—Bean, Attorney.
Prothonotary.
of new features to add to the interests employs over four thousand (4,000)
and nearly half of the drive' will be man Craiglow was carried twenty feet.
of the exhibition, and the fact that the men. The cattle yards, covering thou |JO T IC E TO TRESPASSERS.
shaded by forest moDarchs.
T h e Doings of Burglars.
The cause of the explosion was the lack
facilities for reaching the grounds have sands of acres of area, and divided into
—Prof. Hyde, one of the genial of water in the boiler.
Last Wednesday night or early been greatly improved, and the addi hundreds of enclosures filled with cat
Notice is hereby given that all trespassing
members of the Ursinus Faculty,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Thursday morning the residence of tional advantage of extra inducements tle, horses, sheep, and hogs were not by gunners and blackberry pickers upon the
premises of the undersigned in Lower Providence TH E COLLEGE FO R T H E YOUNG M EN AND WO
started for Eagle’s Mere, Sullivan
Found Dead on th e Railroad.
Mr. Frank R. Deeds, one of the popu in the way of cheap railroad transporta lost sight of by any means.
is strictly forbidden. Offenders will be dealt
county, yesterday morning, where he
M EN OF TH E PERK IO M EN VALLEY.
C. BURLEY.
The Auditorium, which in process with according to law.
John Getts, a German tailor, aged lar citizens of this section of the county, tion will, no doubt, result in a con
expects to sojourn for a week or two
siderable
increase
in
the
attendance.
BECAUSE:
was
burglarized.
The
booty
secured
or more. He leaves behind him the about 35 years, was found dead early by the villains comprised $149.68 in The premiums this year aggregate $25- of construction, and in which the late
1. It is near home, and the cost of boarding
philosophy of past ages and will turn one morning last week on the tracks of cash in possession of Miss Mary Deeds 000. The entree books will close on the National Republican Convention met, g L. ACKER,
can be saved.
led
us
to
make
that
one
of
our
objects
the
P.
V.
S.
Y.
Railroad
below
Spring
his mind to matters of lighter weight
2. The charges are moderate. Tuition only
27th
of
August.
Application
for
space
as
Treasurer
of
the
Mite
Society
of
the
Mill Station.
He was last seen in
of interest. It is really all that the
75 cents to $1.25 per week.
for a season.
Attorney at Law,
Conshohocken and was then intoxicated Episcopal church, Evansburg, a gold should, however, be made as soon as people of Chicago claim for it—one of
8.
The Professors and Teachers are exper
ienced educators, and each has charge of
—Though men perspire and the sun's At first it was thought that Getts bad watch and chain and a pair of gold possible. The trotting track has been the largest, if not the largest public N o r r i s t o w n O f f i c e :—No. 309 SWEDE ST.
materially
altered,
the
curves
lengthen
eye-glasses
belonging
to
Miss
Deeds,
a special department.
afire,
(Acker Building) a few doors above Main.
ball in this country.
been foully dealt with, but subsequent
4. Particular attention Is given to the dlfff-)
And the atmosphere aflame,
developments led the coroner’s jury to and a pair of gold bracelets the prop ed, the roadway broadened and every
The boulevards are well laid out, and
Will promptly attend to all legal business en
culties of Pennsylvania German young
I t is never too late, by a long, long decide that he had been killed by a erty of a young lady who was visiting thing removed that heretofore preven tourists must be delighted with the trusted to his care. Speaks German.
people In mastering the English language.
ted
a
full
and
unobstructed
view
of
the
the
family.
Mr.
Deeds
is
not
certain
shot
V
drives they afford. The number of
passing train.
5. The Musical Department offers instruc
whether entrance was gained to the entire course from the grand stand.
tion in Vocal Culture, on the Plano and
For the great American game.
parks is six, and by tbeir location all
Organ, by a Professor from Philadelphiahouse during the night, as no damage
An interesting feature of the exhibi can be visited by drives on the boule A U D ITO R ’S NOTICE !
Sunday School Picnic.
6. The Academic Department offers an
—A straw party from Perkiomen
to doors or windows can be detected, tion is the chance given to those who vards. The parks are beautiful, be
Elementary English Course, which gives
Bridge went to Norristown Tuesday
The Sunday School of St. James’ or whether admission was gained early have an inclination towards , literary cause man was willing to work with
In: the Orphans’ Court of Montgomery
a good English education ; a Preparatory
rvening and stopped at Charles Ward’s church, Evansburg, expect to hold in the evening by the thief or thieves. work. The following is the list of nature.
county.
Estate
of
Lewis
Newmoyer,
late
of
the
Course, which prepares for business, and,
Hills, running streams of township of Upper Providence, dec’d. The un
with language included, for admission
restaurant. Mrs. R. K. Ward, who their annual picnic in the grove near At present there iB no clue to the premiums offered for reports and essays: water, the planting of trees, and the
dersigned
auditor
appointed
by
said
Court
to
Into College ; a Normal Course, which
has been summering at the Bridge, the church on Saturday, the 11th of guilty parties. The same evening an
For the best daily report of the ex work of the florist are some of the make distribution of the balance remaining in
includes all the branches required by law
chaperoned the party.
August. The celebration will begin at attempt was made to rob the residence hibition of 1888 published in any news helps given by these enterprising peo the hands of Jacob G. Klein, administrator of
in Normal Schools.
said estate, hereby gives notice that he will at
of Wesley A. Sbupe, Evansburg. The
7. The Collegiate Department offers the
—A gentleman who had a “ brush” 9 o’clock in the morning and will last thief had already scaled the grape paper, entries to be made on or before ple. Daily are thousands and thou tend to the duties of his appointment, at his
regular Classical Course, and a Scientific
office, No. 309'Swede street; (Acker building,)
the other evening says : “ I kept up to until night. The Eagleville band will arbor and was walking on the porch or on the first day of September, 1888 sands of its people benefitted, which .Norristown,
Course, each four years, equal to those of
on
Thursday,
the9th
day
of
August,'
be
in
attendance
and
will
give
a
con
would not otherwise be were it not for 1888, at 10 o’clock, a. m., when and where all
$100 and $50.
the best Colleges.
him ; his horse has a record of 3:54, and
roof near Mrs. Shupe’s bed-room win
The Fall Term of sixteen weeks will open
I ’m sure mine can go in 3:84. There cert. Ice cream and other refresh dow, when that lady heard the foot
Best reports of experiments on the the untiring efforts of its leading'citi- parties interested may attend,
Monday, September 3, ’88.
E. L. ACKER, Auditor.
is something comforting about an agree ments dan be had. Friends of the steps and sounded an alarm. The thief saving, preparing and applying of zens in bringing about such magnifi jy26-3t
Write for full particulars to the President,
school
and
those
who
enjoy
a
good
cent
pleasure
seeking
places.
able feeling of certanity.
liquid manures, silver cup or $50.
J. E . A. B OMBER GEB, D. D., LL.D.
time are invited to be present. This retreated quickly, before neighbor
After continuous traveling for nearly
To the farmer who presents the best
^ O T IC E TO TAXPAYERS !
When you write, mention this paper.
19jy
—The Roberts Machine Company is always a pleasant occasion for young Josiah Kratz could take sight of him
forty-eight
hours
in
cars,
we
arrived
at
over the muzzle of a gun. Mr. Shupe form of larm accounts, for the year, the wonderfully progressive metropolis
are rapidly filling orders for their and old.
In pursuance of an act of Assembly, ap
was in Philadelphia attending market, silver cup or $25.
superior threshers and cleaners, and re
of the Rocky mountains, Denver.
proved March 17,1868, and supplementary acts
at
the
time.
Afterwhile
it
will
be
Best
report
of
experiments
made
port other branches of their extensive
thereto, the Treasurer of Montgomery county
F a ta l Aosidents.
A. L. L.
necessary for property owners to build to determine the relative advantages
will meet the taxpayers of said county, at the
bnsiDess brisk.
R ead ing , July 27.—A. number of a Chinese wall, or employ a night watch of the system of soiling and of grazing
following named times and places, for the pur
Thomas Duningan, a stalwart young pose of receiving the State and County Taxes
7 W. Main Street,
—Horace Fetterolf, of the Lippincott fatal casualities occurred last night. man, about their premises to ensure cattle or sheep, $25.
blacksmith, whose home is in Long for the year 1888, assessed In their respective
Publishing House, Philadelphia, and Frank Ely, aged 31, a young barkeeper, protection to their property and possibly
Best report by owner on the con Branch, recently bled to death from a districts, viz.:
while trying to jump on a truck in to their lives. Jn the meantime con struction and cost of extensive and
wife, were in town over Sunday.
Township of Franconia, at the public house of N O R R IS T O W N , F A .
going to a fire, was thrown down and stables should keep a sharp lookout successful works completed in Penn wound caused by the extraction of a Gideon N. Nyce, Thursday, August 2, from 9
lower tooth. The physicians who were to 3. •
—Our esteemed young friend R. F. run over and killed. He leaves a wife
Present their patients the greatest inducements
of Souderton, at the public house of
Longacre, son of Emannel Longacre, and two children. At the same Jacob for characters of questionable habits sylvania within the last ten years, for called in, too late to save him however, C.Borough
of any dental firm in the country.
M. Tyson, Friday, August 3, iron) 9 to 12.
this township, has commenced the Scbeifle, aged 16, went the river and and appearances and arrest, on sus the permanent reclamation of land say that the dentist’s work was not
Township of Hatfield, at the public house of
from
overflow,
and
on
the
subsequent
picion,
the
first
man
who
can’t
give
a
reading of medicine with Dr. John was drowned. I t is supposed that
done in a bungling way either, but not Jas. H. Carver, Friday, August 3, from 1 to 4
treatment of the land in detail, its pro withstanding this fact, the flow of blood
Township of Towamencin, at the public house
R. Umstad, Evansburg. Mr. Longacre Scbeifle was seized with cramps, as his very clear account of himself.
gress and results, plans and specifica could not be stopped. Terrible pains of A. Bickle, Saturday, August 4, from 10 to 3.
was one of the recent graduates of body was contorted, the knees being
of Hatborough, at the public house
tions to accompany the report, silver and delirium followed, and the patient ofBorough
Ursinus. We bespeak for him a bright drawn up almost to the chin and the
John B. Jones, Tuesday, August 7, from 10
Interesting tq Constables.
Performs Every Operation Without
cup
or
$30.
to
3.
'
future.
died in great agony. The learned
muscles all contraotad. Also George
Township of Moreland, Lower, at the public
Best essay on the most effective surgeon who reviewed the case sagely
A
llentown, Pa., July 30.—A ques
Pain.
house of Louisa M. Schuck, Wednesday, Angust
—Daniel Springer, of Royersford, a Seiders, a well-known citizen, felt badly tion on which there had heretofore been method by which the district school
said
that
death
resulted
from
“
hemor
8,
from
8
to
12.
and
drank
a
glass
of
ice
water.
He
drop
republican by political faith, is being
no decision was passed upon by Judge may be made to inculcate the duty
Township of Moreland, Upper, at the public
spoken of as a candidate for director of ped over and in a few minutes he was Albright this morning. Under the of humanity to animals, silver cup or rhagic diathesis arising from the non- house of John C. Hobensack, Wednesday, August
coagulative substances of the blood.
WATT S c CO8,
from 1 to 4.
the Poor. His friends incline to the dead.
high license law of 1887 constables are $35.
Township of Abington, at the public house of
belief that he will “get there.”
Best
essay
on
the
importance
in
a r e THE LEADING, BEST AND
compelled to visit hotels and saloons
George Herrman, Thursday, August 9, from 9
F a ta l F a ll F rom a T ree.
to 3.
in their respective districts once a month Pennsylvania of utilizing water for the ASSESSMENT NO. 11.
—Miss Laura Keelor, of PbcenixBorough
of
Jenkintown,
at
the
public
house
CHEAPEST DENTISTS IN NORRISTOWN.
Last week Thos. Sheridan, proprietor and to report any violations of the law. purpose of irrigation, and on the most
ville,. visited Mr. H. G. Schwenk’s
Notice is hereby given that the Board of Di of J. F. Cottman, Friday, August 10, from 10
economical
and
effective
methods
to
be
The
constables
of
Lehigh,
not
receiv
of
the
Windsor
House,
Norristown
lost
to
3.
family, last week, and observed all the
Their work and prices will please you.
rectors Of the- Phoenix Mutual Fire Insurance
of Cheltenham, at the public house
requirements of a happy guest in a a pet parrot, it having escaped from ing any compensation for the work, pursued in irrigating, plans and speci Co. have ordered an assessment levied upon the ofTownship
Benj. C. DuBree, Saturday, Ausust 11, from
membership,
which
shallbe
equal
to
the
prem
fications
to
accompany
the
essay,
sil
its cage. He offered a reward of one formed a league and employed counsel
“graceful” manner.
2.
iums on their policies. Payable to the Secre 8 to
—.
Correspondence to receive attention must be
dollar, and on Saturday Eldrich Dick to make a test case in the suit of Reuben ver cup or $35.
at Phoenixville, or designated agents within accompanied
—Our townsman, James Heyser, inson, son of Israel Dickinson, of Semmel, Constable of North White • Best essay on the means by which tary
W A T T & CO.
by postage for reply, and in all
forty days of the date of this notice. Those fall
has returned from bistrip to Michigan. Lafayette, below Mill street, aged 12 Hall, against the county of Lehigh, to the productiveness of the mountain ing to settle within the specified time will be cases location <jq property must be definitely Allow all patients residing within twenty (39)
given.
He reports a pleasant and interesting years, 10 months and two days, discov recover mileage and fees. The case lands of Pennsylvania may be most liable to pay double the amount.
Communications received after September 10
miles of Norristown their car fare to
JONATHAN REES, Sec.,
journey.
Trill not be answered.
ered the bird on a tall tree and in try came up for argument, the county being largely and profitably increased,
JOHN H. EGOLF, Pr<?s,
and from their office when they
Taxes
pot
paid
to
the
county
Treasurer
on
or
—During the late military encamp ing to capture it fell from the top and defended by James L. Schaadte, the through the general introduction of Phoenixville, Pa., July 2,1888.
before the. 15th day of September, 1888, will be
have any operation persheep
husbandry
in
the
region,
silver
ment at Norristown, two of her citizens broke one of his legs, one of his arms Commissioners’ Solicitor. The Coiirt
gi ven Into the hands of a collector, when &per
fonned amount
cent,
will
be
added
for
collection,
as
per
act
of
tried to monkey with a sentinel and in two places, and breaking the ribs on this morning decided that for the ser cup or $35.
W ANTED l
Assembly.
Yery liberal premiums are offered to
ing to $5.66.
got in the guard house in consequence. -bis right the jagged edges of which vices imposed under the Act of 1887
WILLIAM H. YOUNG.
They now want to make General Snow were forced into his lungs causing a the constables are entitled to twenty ladies’ fancy work and art work. All
Treasurer of Montgomery County.
200 pairs of live pigeons—Antwerps pre
den pay damages for “false imprison speedy death in the office of Dr. Corson cents for each visit to restaurant or hotel the articles must be ipadp by the ex ferred. Address,
County Treasurer Office, h
GLENWOOD HALL,
Norristown, May!-, 1888.
Collegeville, Pa.
ment.”
and mileage, the same as is ajjowed (07 hibitors.
| where he had been canied.

Providence Independent.

—Samuel Sharp, of Mont Clare, has
sold his property of some eight acres
With dwelling house and other build
ings to David Smith, of Phoenixville.
A9 soon as he can settle up his affairs
Mr. Sharp will leave for California,
where he has children living.

A t th e W eiden House.
Hon. H. K. Boyer, Speaker of the
House of Representatives, of Philadel
phia, and J. Y. Gotwals, Esq., and
wife, of Norristown, are among the 60
guests who are summering at the Wei
den House, one of the verv popular re
sorts of the Perkiomen Valley. Last
Saturday about 150 persons from Lansdale, including the employees of Heebner & Sons, and their families, visited
the Weiden House and its surround
ings and enjoyed a very pleasant oc
casion. The Lansdale band furnished
sweet music, and Editor Woodmansee
as literary marshal and piscatorial
artist added fresh laurels to his crown.
The impression in the neighborhood of
the Weiden House is that “ Woodman
see is a good fellow.”

GARDENS. I

L A T E PLA N TS !

F R E S H COWS !

SEW STORE IN COLLEGEVILLE.

F R E S H COWS !

DRY GOODS!
H o sie ry , F a n c y Goods,

OHIO COWS.

F R E S H COWS !

TJRSINUS COLLEGE

W A T T & CO.,

W A T T Si CO.

W ATT &

J W. ROYER, M. D - f ”

T

SPEAR,

MANURING ORCHARDS.
railroad centres, factories, foundries,
I F YO U W A N T T H E V E R Y B E S T TH R E SH IN G M A C H IN E Utix
I t has often been asserted, and is no mills, machine shops, quarries, and in
NO W I N USE. YO U SH O U LD PU R C H A SE
r \
Practising Physician*
Veterinary Surgeon !
doubt true, that orchards, to produce lumber woods, thousands more are now
TH E C E L E B R A TE D
C O LLEG EV ILLE, PA.
5VBAPPE, P A ,
GRATER’S FORD, PA.
the best results, Should be manured the annually purchased than were needed
The strictest attention given to all cases en same as any other fields. That to ob years ago. The American farmers are
Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Dea l er s in
Hall.
trusted to my care.
14ap
tain the largest yield and the finest also beginning to find deep tillage and
quality of fruit, the orchard must have a more systematic and economical
White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock
NO FARMER CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT ONE. OUR
JJ Y. WEBER, M. D.,
M. PEARSON,
as much manure as the grain field. The method of cultivation necessary, in
proof, although convincing, has not usu which a large class of horses is indis
LUM BER,
Practising Physician*
e
o
w
e
k
s
Auctioneer,
ally been overwhelming. If a man pensable. Thus, on every hand, we H Z O K . S E
i jW A N S BURG, PA
P h o e n j x v i l l b P. O ., Pa.
Residence : Near manured bis orchard and obtained an see tbe plane of usefulness of the large
Various grades, dressed and undressed.
Are guaranteed to be light, running and are supplied with a SPEED REGULATOR that is
Black Rock, Upper Providence, Montg. county,
Safe, Reliable and Durable.
Office Hours:—until 9. a. m., 7 to 9 p. m.
strong
work
horse
is
becoming
nar
Pa. Will do my best to fill every engagement unusually good crop that year, it
in a satisfactory manner.
19jyly
S H IN G L E S , split and sawed.
The demand that is thus IR O N C A S T IN G S
might be said that the season was more rower.
S T E A M H E A T IN G
F A. KRUSEN, M. D.,
favorable, and there would have been a opened Will never be supplied. Tbe
Of Every Description Made to Order.
In All Its Branches.
PICKETS, CEDAR AND CH ESTN U T
A STAUFFER,
larger crop any way. If he manured a price of such horses is increasing.—
RAILS.
AGENTS
part and left a part without manure, it Farmer's Budget.
(SUCCESSOR TO THOMAS L O W N E 8 ,)
FOR
THE
L e h i g h and S c h u yl k i l l
might be, that owing to a dry season
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
or the coarseness of the manure, that
LESSONS IN OATS.
Office Hours :—Until 9 a. m. ; 1 to 3 p. m. ;
Which is now almost indispensable for convenient supply of water.
6 to 8 p. m.
25augtf
its richness wonld not reach the roots
J. P., of Kingstou, N. J., writes to CEDAR TANKS of all sizes made to o id e r ..^ ^
—
B ^IR O N PUMPS a specialty.
IRONBRIDGE, PENNA.
of the trees in time to show its value
the Rural New Yorker as follows, and
J D. GRAYER, M. D.,
New Shoes per set. $1.25. Hand-made Shoes that year, and the experimenter come
F ittin g in all its B ran ch es.
at corresponding fr mes. Moving Shoes, per to the erroneous, conclusion that ma his remarks are particularly applicable S team and W a te r
V
set, 50 cents. Four wheels set for $1.50. All
SHAFTING* HANGERS, PULLEYS* &c.* &c. Particular attention given to Repairing
to this section :
kinds of light and heavy work done in the best nure was of no value to an orchard.
Farm Machinery.
possible manner. All work guaranteed. Mill
TRAPPE, PA.
Our last year’s experience with the
Picks sharpened and warranted. Give me a
I sold a man half an acre of ground
19ap6m
Eighteen years’ experience, Can be consulted call.
for a building lot and garden. In run oat crop has taught us a very import
in English or German.
14july
ning it out, the division line took four ant lesson. The sooner the grain is
COAL. - . COAL.
L. CRATER,
Engineers, Machinists and Iron Founders,
Baldwin
apple
trees
from
my
young
sown
after
the
ground
is
in
order
for
WITH W. H. BLANCHORD
T)R. B. F. PLACE,
orchard, and left four others of the work in the spring, the greater will be
C ollegeville. P a .
PAPER HANGER,
same kind adjoining them, of the same the chance of success. Those of my
Corn, B ran , M id d lin gs,
D E N T I S T I !
age, and equally large and thrifty. neigh.bors who got their seed sown the
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Estimates furnished
Very early in the spring the man gave earliest saved their crop in good con
and paper supplied.
2feb
86 E. Airy Street, NORRISTOWN, Pa. Branch
'O A TS, L IN S E E D M E A L,
Office : COLLEGE VILLE, Monday and Tues
his lot where the trees stood, and dition, while those sown a week later
day. Gas administered.
AND CAKE MEAL.
which part he intended for his garden, were almost an entire loss on account
JE W E L R Y , SPECTA CLES !
JO SEPH ST O N E ,
a heavy coat of manure and ploughed of frequent rains at the time of harvest
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
REMOVED !
Town and Country Paint,—second • to none in
C A R P E T W E A V E R it under. He made his garden about ing. My plan is to plough the ground
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
May 1, and gave it a tolerably good in the fall. As soon as the frost is out
COLLEGEVILLE HOTEL,
fencing.
D. D. I ,
cultivation.
F
ro
m
'th
e
time
the
trees
in the spring and tbe ground is suffi
(Formerly Beard House.)
209 S w e d e S t r e e t , First house
Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired. leaved out in the spring until late in ciently dry to work, run over the field
below Main St.
AN D TH E B E S I M A K E I N T H E C O U N T R Y FOR K E E P IN G
Satisfaction
guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet tor the fall, I could see a marked differ with a good cultivator, sow the seed
ENTERPRISE
NORRISTOWN, PA. (Formerly of Boyertown.) sale at reasonable
A C C U R A T E TIM E.
prices.
ence
between
bis
trees
and
mine.
The
broadcast and harrow it in, but don’t
Teeth extracted without pain by the use of
Pure Nitrous Oxide Gas, Ether, Ac. .Also the
leaves of his trees were of a darker, roll unless the soil is sandy. I find
new process for freezing the gums a miracle. T)AYID SPRINGER,
richer green ; they bloomed fuller and also that two bushels of seed to the
Artificial sets from $5 to $10. English and Ger
M a in S t ., R oyersford , P a .
We call special attention to our Large Stock of SPECTACLES, Do not fall to call and
man spoken.
(ptap4-89 ”
bore a crop of apples a third larger aere of White Pobsteler oats give as have your eyes examined free of charge. •
ROYERSFORD, Mont Co., Pa.
NOTARY
PUBLIC,
than my trees. The next year his trees many bushels of crop as three will,
M. BROWNBACK,
showed the same superiority, the effect while the crop from two bushels of
I would announce to my friends and the public,
th a t I am now prepared to furnish j
of the manure still being apparent and seeding will weigh from two to five 16 E. MAIN STREET, 1 (Opposite Public Square) NORRISTOW N,-PA.
AND LOAN BROKER:
ATTO RNEY-AT-LAW ,
manifesting itself in the deeper green pounds more per bushel, so that any
Insurance placed for one, three or five years in
more than two bushels of seed per
No. 8 AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
the largest and most reliable Stock Companies, foliage, and increased yield of fruit.
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
Jun.25-lyr. at best rates. No assessments. Life and Acci
acre is a dead loss, and if the land is
This
experiment,
which
was
not
in
dent Insurance policies a specialty.
28aply
M o n u m e n t s and T o m b s t o n e s , of Italian or
tended for an experiment, convinced in good condition I wonld be inclinedAmerican Marble or Granite, in the
gD W ARD E. LONG,
finest and latest designs.
me that to obtain the best results from to seed lighter, as that variety stools-,
All bur new Spring Styles
JJ H. YELLIS,
are now in stock.
an apple orchard, it must be manured. or branches out well.
G a lv a n ized - Railings,*
A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,
All NEW GOODS in a NEW
In regard to pear trees, my observa
For
Enclosing Bnrial Lots, of different descrip
STORE.
Carpsnter « and Builder* ' tion has been that the trees heavily
CATS ON THE FARM.
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
No. 4 PENN STREET, TWO DOORS ABOVE
ble Work, for the bases of
SWEDE, NORRI8TOWN, PA.
All Old Goods Closed Out
GRATER'S FORD, PA.
manured were the most subject to
Cats ought to have an honored place
at Auction.
BUILDINGS,
S T E P S, SILLS, ETC., ETC
E: J mates for work furnished upon applica blight, as is well known to be tbe case
ELEGANT GOLD PAPERS
op the farm, but too often they have ELEGANT WHITE BACK PAPF-fiS, 5, 9. 10, 12a. per Piece.
tion and contracts taken. All orders will re
0 TYSON KRATZ,
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
15c., 30c. per Piece. ELEGANT GOLD EMBOSSED PAPERS,
$i 00 per Piece
’
ceive prompt attention. All kinds of mill work with potato vines.
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
FELTS AND INGRAINS, & e , 60c. per Piece.
P
con. zantly on hand* such as window frames*
I had three pear trees, one of which no place at all. This is because they
furnished
desired on Monuments or .Tombstones.
doors, sashes, mouldings* etc. Will be home
Attorney - at - Law,
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
two days in a week, namely TUESDAY and stood just below a hog-pen where the are kept at the house, fondled by the
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
811 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA. FRIDAY, to attend to my customers. My
pet-loving children, and fed by the
turned out at the E n t e r p r i s e W o r k s . Call and
prices defy competition. Come and learn my ground was very rich. The tree grew
I W Philadelphia business also attended to.
Samples and Estimates Sent Free. Experienced Workmen sent to all parts of the CItv and see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
prices before you look elsewhere.
12jan6m
fast, and after it had borne two or kind-hearted women until they become Country.
therefore
I can sell accordingly. My motto:
All Goods Warranted Free from ¡Asenie, Perfect and Full Length
R e s i d e n c e : Lower Providence Township.
"Low price» and fair dealing»,
three years, about one-tbird of tbe lazy and worthless. The farmer es
12aply
RESPECTFULL T,
TIG ER HOTEL,'
limbs blighted at the time the pears teems cats less higher than dogs, but
the
former
are
something
of
the
greater
*
•
4th
and
Vine
Sts.,
Philadelphia.
were about one-fourth their full size.
AUGUSTUS W. BOMBERGER,
2feb-’88.
1 2 2 3 M a r k e t S treet, F h ila ., F a , June 8-ly.D. Theo. Buckwalter.
This old and popular hotel still furnishes the
The blighted limbs were promptly value to him. Barn cats should rarely
best accommodations or man and beast. The
be allowed to come in the house, and
ATTO RNEY-AT-LAW ,
bar always supplied with lie best liquors and sawed off, but tbe next year the re
COLLEGEVILLE
never
be fed there. All they need 'is
cigars.
Rates,
$1.50
per
day,
and
from
$4.50
to
mainder
of
the
limbs
were
struck
with
Land Title .and Tiust Co. Building, Noe. 608 and $6.00 per week.
610 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
blight and the tree died. Another tree plenty of milk ¡ compel them to get
J. W. PLACE, Proprietor,
Room 23. Take the Elevator.
WM. C. BLACKBURN,
Proprietor.
standing
below a smoke-house, where a the rest of their living, and they will
J o h n G u n t h e r , Clerk.
Saply
Can he seen every evening at his residence,
find
it
about
the
barn,
granaries,
cribs*
cn
large
quantity
of
wood
ashes
had
made
C o l l e g e v i l l e , Pa.
Dec.l7,lyr.
tu txJ
CT>
03
the soil rich, especially in potash, was sheds, and in the fields. A good
—
at w
mouser
is
worth
ten
cents
per
day
pq
W
struck
with
blight
at
the
same
time
y
^ D. FETTEROLF,
a
o.
with tbe other. The tree had borne about a granary, crib or barn. Mice
to
• t í ¡Z3
td
ta
o
«!
H
several years, and was apparently in a not only destroy grain, but make it
o
Justice of the Peace
P
P
O
T R U S T . C O M P A N Y very vigorous and healthy condition, filthy for stock ; they nibble sacks and
£3
£1
C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
H
P .
t
o
when suddenly, as if a fire had been implements and do much other mis
U tn
OF PHILADELPHIA.
T J EV
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent.
built under it, the leaves wilted, the chief. A good cat will destroy large
ÍH
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates.
Fresh Bread* Rolls &b**
pi
€tj
a
little green pears withered, and the rats as well as tbe young ones. We
o
p
,
Capital, $500,000, Full Paid.
have an old Maltese Tom, which gets
whole tree died.
pq P
>u
J O H N S. HUNSICKER,
a
o
The other tree stood about half way his living by catching ground mice in
o
Insures Titles to Real Estate and Mortgages*
*rt
EVERY MORNING.
a
the
orchard
and
garden
arid
is
there
to
o
acts in all Fiduciary Capacities—Executor, between these two, in poor soil, and
U
—
»
Justice of the Peace,
o
Guardian* Assignee* &c., and becomes security the tree had not grown so fast, the fore a valuable cat. At the season
ta
CO
Ö
for persons acting as such.
RAHN STATION, PA.
ta
when
barns,
granaries
and
cribs
are
( ^ “Conveyancer and General Business Agent. C . T ^ S O U S T K R A T Z , wood was better ripened, the bark
Clerking of Sales attended to. Charges reason
thicker, and was not affected at all with filled a cat is doubly useful. Give Tom
able.
27janR E SID E N T A TTO R N EY ,
blight in tbe years when the other two and Tabby a fair trial, and you will al
Different flavors* during the Season now open
311 Swede Street,
Norristown, Pa. were killed, nor until several years ways keep cats.—Delaware County
Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
JO H N H. CASSELBERRY.
HEADQUARTERS
1 4 4 W . M A I N S treet ed.
after, when some small, thrifty limbs American.
short notice, on reasonable terms.

Gristock & Vanderslice,

Dwarf Thresher and Separator.

Homeopathic Physician,

PERKINS WIND M ILL

B M su il Horse Star & Gea’l Jollier

Physician ani Pim accitist,

The R oberts M achine Company,

w.

F L O U R ,

Watches, Silverware, -¡- Diamonds, Clocks !

N.S.

IAEBLE WORKS

American Watches in Diamond Silver Cases for $6.
J . D . S A L L A D E ’S i-

In n rn e and Real Estate A p t

ALL KINDS OF MARBLE WORK

LINCRUSTA -¡- WALTON !
Z
M
Z. M E R I G A N ,

HARTRAHFT HOUSE, HORRISTOWI, PA

BAKERY !

He Beal Estate Title H u e

J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.

A Genial Landlord, a First-class Cook, a Courteous Clerk. I C E C R E A M I

(J i mile north of Trappe.)

Surveyor and Conveyancer
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by
mail will receive prompt attention.
Nov8-6m. P. 6. Address : Grater's Ford.

J

P. KOONS,

P ra ctica l S la ter

I !

KAH N 'S S T A T IO N Pa.
Dealer in every quality of Roofilng, Flag
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima
tes, and prices.

T

C arriage W orks!

— COLLEGEVILLE—

Roller Mills !

ROLLER ! FLOUR !

B. WISMER,

Practical Slater I
Collegeville, Pa. Always on hand roofing
slate and slate flagging, and. roofilng felt.r All
orders promptly attended tb. Also on hand a
large lot of greystone flagging.

J G. T. MILLER.

CARPENTER and BUILDER*
TRAPPE PA.

Estimates-for work furnished upon application,
and contracts taken. All orders will be attended
to promptly.
jan .l,’85,tf.

W I L L I A M B R IG G S .

COAL,

Carriages,

Buggies,

COAL.

MILL FEKD ALWAYS ON HAND.

- B A R G A IN S -

Wm. J. THOMPSON,
-BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN THE BEST—

B EEF,=
V E A L ,=
=M U T T 0N ,=
Visits Collegeville* Trappe, and vicinity on Tues
day* Thursday and Saturday mornings of each
week. Thankful to the public for past favors he
invites continued patronage. Highest cash price
paid for calves.

WM. J. THOMPSON,
T.OWF.R PROVIDENCE, PA.

HARNESS!

Flour ^ Feed

ORDERED WORK and REPAIRING

Wheat Wanted at all Times

I7DWARD DAVID,

FAINT ER and PAPER mHANQER,
COLLEGEVILLE PA.

Sam ples o f P a p er
Always on hand.

Y E ,K X E $ ,
J. W. GOTWALS.

F o r S P O R T IN G G oods N O R R IS T O W N * F a .
blighted, and were sawed off without
any apparent injury to the tree, which
last year bore a good crop of fine pears.
I think it is not ity accordance with
the opinion of those pomologists who
have made pear-blight a life-long study,
but I could not help thinking that in
(FORMERLY BLANCHFORD’S)
the case of my trees, the injury was
P A I S T B R O S.,
caused by the hot sun shining on
PROPRIETORS.
C O L L E G E V IL L E , F a . limbs with a thin, smooth bark, nearly
bursting with sap.
ZHZIGZHC G -Z R -A -Z D E
The.blighted limbs when cut into
Guns, Revolvers, Muzzles, Powder, Shot, Shells, Caps, Wads, &c., Sporting’ Goods, of everv De
The management having been In the Carriage showed a reddish hue in both the inner
scription* Wholesale and Retail* Shells loaded to order.. ¡¡EiF0Repairing and Choke Boring a specialty.
Business a number of years in Philadelphia,
bark and the wood, as if the sap had
and being accustomed to handling all
been scalded. The bark, before it
grades of fine work, feels qualified
to manufacture every de
withered and dried up, was loosened
scription of
from the wood, and there was a red
FULL STOCK OF ALL KINDS OF
dish sap between the bark and tbe
ALL THE TIME, IN
wood. I do not assert that too rank a
A full supply of Coal of all sizes constantly on
growth and a hot sun are the cause of
hand* from the best mines in the
pear blight—I merely state tbe facts as
A S T -A -G -O U S T S , < S cO Schuylkill Region.
they appeared to me.— Country Gen- F O R T Y POUNDS OF F L 0 U R
BRU8HES
SOAPS,
In the best possible manner at greatly reduced tleman.
Exchanged fo r a Bushel o f
OILS,
prices. Ail new work will be accompanied
Good Wheat.
AXLE
ALL GRADES OF
with a written guarantee to be as repre
GREASE,
sented.
MOST MARKETABLE HORSE.
WHIPS,
COviBS,
The horse that sells for the best Highest Cash Prices paid for the various grains.
Blankets,
average figure now is tbe heavy draught
Robes,
Lap-Covers
horse. The fast horse rpay sell for
Fly-Nets,
PROMPTLY DELIVERED AT THE
Will Receive Prompt Attention.
more money if be is fast enough, but
LOWEST PRICES.
All the Best Grades of Working and Driving
The patronage of the public respectfully taking altogether the average price of
COLLARS, at
solicited, and a cordial Invitation is extended to the draught horse is above that of the
Cash will be invariably expected irbpp fjoqr,
all to call at
trotter. There is a constant demand feed, &c., is delivered.
Cracked Corn, Middlings, Screenings, Byap,
for such animals, a demand that is in
Call and examine opr stock and ascertain
Cotton Seed Meal, Barley Sprouts, and
creasing faster than the supply. The
Favor us with your orders.
prices before going out of your latitude to make
everything usually kept in a flour
your purchases.
Repairing attended to
20oc
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. demand is not only from this country,
and feed store. . . . . . . . . Also
promptly. The best material used.
but from all Europe, excepting only
£3F“Headlight ON* Cigars and Tobacco.
Russia. There is no longer a ready
P A T E N T S
sale for the light horses that were used MRS. E. D. LACHMAN,
Caveats and Trade Marks btained, and aTl Pat
Seed Corn, Seed Oats, Lime, &c.
not many years ago. They find buy
ent Business conducted for MODERATE FEES.
ers,
it
is
true,
but
at
prices
that
hardly
ST" Agent for Williams and Clark’s Phosphates.
Our office is opposite the U. 8. Patent Office,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
We have no sub-agents, all business direct, pay for raising them. All farmers who
OUNDAY PAPERS.
hence can transact patent business in less time
Attends to laying out the dead and shroud
and at less cost than those remote from Wash raise horses at all know this to be true, making. Wax flowers made ftp order.
YARD AND WAREHOUSE :
16sep
ington.
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
Sen-' model, drawing, or photo, with descrip as they are brought to a realizing sense
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
tion. We advise If potentable or not, free of of the fact when, on taking horses to M RS. S. L. PUGH.
the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
every Sunday morning*
A book, “ How to Obtain Patents,” with refer the buyers, they aye met with the state.
TRAPPE, PA.,
ences to actual clients in your State, county, or ment that they are too small. Large
town. Address
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
HBNRY YOST*
Attends to laying out the dead, shroud-making
14oc) Opposite Patent Office, Washington, 0 . C. horses are wanted. Tn the great cities, 4k .
3-29 Jy
FRANK REES. News Agent,
Collegeville.
T H E B A L D W IN

PA.

------- BUTCHER AND DEA LER IN -------

Beef,: Veal: an d : Mutton!
Will serve the citizens of Collegeville and
Vicinity every Tuesday and Friday.
apl6-tf

g C R A P IRON 1
The highest cash prices paid for Scrap Cast
Iron, delivered at the foundry of the
ROBERTS MACHINE WORKS,
1'Sjun
Collegeville, Pa.

Com, Oats, Clio; Con, Cot Meal, Oetwller’s, Upper ProvUeace Square

The Baldwin Carriage Torts,

PAIST BROS., Meseiille, Pa.

Clover and Timothy Seed,

Oaks Station.

Perk. R. R.

John G. Detwiler.

P n m t a Spare R am a Shop!
W. E. Johnson, Proprietor.
— A F U b L b lN B OP A b b 1 B IN D S OP—

11 OH SIC .-. G O O D S,
Including blankets, lap covers, whips, fly nets,
<fec. A full stock of collars always on hand,
and all kinds of the best harness manufactured
at short notice. Oidered work and repairing
will receive prompt attention.
fc7janly

AFFLICTED .*4UNFORTUNATE
A F T E R A L L O T H E R S F A IL C O N S U L T

3 2 9 N. 15th S i., below Callow hlll, Phil«., Pa.
20yew s’ experlenceln all S p e c ia l diseases. Perm a
nently restores those weakened by early Indiscretions
Ac. Call or write. Advice free and strictly confiden
tial. H o u rs; 10 a. m . till 2, and 7 to 10 avenlnsa.

fp-Send Stamp for Boojb

evening».^

